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ASB Spring
Budget Approved

Professor
Runs For
Congress
By Greg Bart

Professor Robert Simmons of
the University of San Diego Law
School kicked off his campaign
for the 41st congressional dis
trict seat at a press conference
last Tuesday. The announcement
came before the approximately
100 friends, USD students, and
news media in attendance at
the San Diego Hilton's Monte
Carlo Room.
Standing on a platform in front
of his wife, Dee, and four sons,
Simmons stated that legislation
supported by U.S. Representa
tive Bill Lowery, the incumbent,
had "damaged both myself and
family" as well as others in the
district. "I intend to give the
people of the 41st district a clear
choice ... I intend to hold him
accountable for his votes."
The candidate, a veteran of the
U.S. Air Force during World
War II, called for an end to
"hypocrisy" in the super power
arms race and declared his sup
port for "a mutual, verifiable
nuclear weapons freeze." Sim
mons is associated with local
and national anti-nuclear groups,
including Pacific SANE and
USD's SAND.
Sjmmons attacked Lowery for
participating in the "Bankruptcy
of America," pledging to help
reduce the $180 billion budget
deficit by cutting out extravagant
military expenditures and shift
ing defense costs to U.S. allies.
Lowery was also assailed for en
couraging anti-environment leg
islation, for claiming to be an
ERA supporter while actually
voting against the amendment,
and for taking part in "one of the
worst performances in all of man
kind," Congress' handling of the
Lebanon Crisis.
The 56 year-old former trial
judge has authored three nation
ally distributed Law books, and
has been admitted to the Ohio
and California District Courts
and the U.S. Supreme Court.
Since joining the USD Law
School Faculty in 1972 Simmons
has served as Director of the
Legal Services Project of San
Diego, served on the San Carlos
Area Council, and Co-founded
Utility Consumer's Action Net
work (UCAN), the utility watch
dog group.
The 41st Congressional Dis
trict is a sprawling collection of
west San Diego communities
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Anthony Ruess was named WCAC co-player of the week for
his work in the victory over Pepperdine and Loyola-Marymount last week. Photo by Herb Carlson

Torero's Move Into
Second Place
by John Schlegel

The USD Toreros have had
quite a week. They have, for the
first time ever, taken sole posses
sion of second place, only one
game begind 1st placeSt. Mary's,
in the WCAC entering the final
weeks of play.
Not only that, but forward
Anthony Reuss was named
WCAC co-Player of the Week
for his part in USD's 56-55 win
over Pepperdine on Thursday
and Saturday's 60-56 defeat of
Loyola Marymount.
"I'm glad I played well in those
two games," said Reuss. "They
were very important games for
the team."
Reuss totalled 33 points, shoot
ing 75% from the field while
grabbing 20 boards for the two
conference wins. He shares the
WCAC honor with Gonzaga's
Jeff Condill.
The Play of the Week award, if
there was such a thing, would go
to John Prunty, whose 15 foot
jumper with 8 seconds remaining
against Pepperdine won the game
for the Toreros.
USD had pulled within one,
55-54, with 1:00 remaining on
an 18 foot jumper by A1 Moscatel. Then, ten seconds later,
Mike Whitmarsh stole the ball as
Pepperdine's Grant Gondrezick
dribbled the ball off his own
foot.

After calling a timeout, the
Toreros let the clock run down
until, with about ten seconds left,
Moscatel went up for a jumper.
As both Pepperdine guards col
lapsed on him, he dumped the
ball off to Prunty.
Prunty, a fourth year Torero,
calmly shot from the left side of
the key and hit nothing but net.
As the crowd of 1,600 erupted,
Pepperdine called time out. The
Waves' Mark Wilson took the
inbounds pass and weaved his
way downcourt to be fouled with
:02 remaining. Wilson missed
the front end of the one-and-one,
and USD celebrated their victory.
"I think it seemed fitting that
Prunty hit the game-winner,"said
Coach Jim Brovelli. "He's seen it
go the other way in his four years
here."
"I figured Mike (Whitmarsh)
would take the last shot," said
Prunty. "We worked the ball
around and A1(Moscatel) dished
the ball to me so I took the shot."
The reason Pepperdine
swarmed on Moscatel was that he
had hit 7 of 11 shots, most of
which were 15 to 18 feet out. In
the first half, hescored 10 straight
points to put USD in the lead at
halftime, 34-31. Moscatel fin
ished with a team-high 16 points.
Mike Whitmarsh had 14 points
Continued on page 19

By Greg Bart
ACADEMICS—$2,030.00
The Associated Student Body Primarily consists of $1,500.00
voted last week to approve an in academic grants. Four Faculty
$80,000 budget for the Spring and Career Forums are also
semester. The working budget tabbed at $330.00.
covers all ASB functions and
FILM FORUM—$7,957.75
operations, including the Film Nearly $7,700.00 for 20 movies,
Forum, Vista and Yearbook, com including$813.00 for the movie
munity service, academic grants, "War Games" (shown January
and the Spring Ball.
27th).
The budget is down from last
BULLPEN—$2,200.00 Six
semester's $102,000. ASB Of noontime concerts are planned at
ficers say the discrepency exists a total cost of $1,650.00, not
as a resit of the decision to hold c o u n t i n g p u b l i c i t y a n d
more programming in the fall "hospitality."
term.
INTER-CLUB COUNCIL—
The budget includes:
$4,250.00 $1,000.00 is avail
G E N E R A L S O C I A L — able for clubs to earn through the
$14,500.00 Includes nearly senator's tutoring program. The
$3,500.00 for a "name" band, rest is distributed amongst the
$1,000.00 for an April Luau at 50-60 clubson campus. The ICC
the Sports Center, $21,000.00 budget has been the target of
for the Spring Ball at the Hotel severe cutbacks in recent
Del Coronado, and two MBAC semesters.
"T.G.'s" at $1,150.00 apiece.
SENATORS—$4,450.00
$3,900.00 for Casino Night. Each class receives approxi
Revenue from Casino Night and mately $800.00, except for the
t h e B a l l i s e s t i m a t e d a t Seniors, receive an additional
$17,200.00.
$ 1,000.00 for a year-end gradua
ATHLETICS—$3,010.00 tion ceremony. Senate monies go
The largest single expenditure toward barbecues, class parties,
here was an $800.00 allocation and the Battie of the Classes
for the basketball cheerleaders to competition.
travel to St. Mary's. Earlier, the
SPEAKERS BUREAU —
money was voted down as being $5,000.00 This department is
extravagant, but later reinstated budgeted for a major speaker at
when cheerleaders charged that $3,000.00 and two minor speak
they were promised the trip as an ers at $1,000.00 each. Among
incentive to join the cheer squad. those mentioned as possible
Some officials pointed out that g u e s t s a r e S e n a t e M a j o r i t y
this expense is normally covered Leader Howard Baker, Senator
by the Athletic Department in Alan Cranston, Richard Nixon,
other schools. The Rugby Team and Dr. Hunter S. Thompson.
received $900.00 in coaching and Some officers have expressed
tournament fees, while the fledg extreme disappointment in the
ing women's Soccer Club was year's lecture line-up, saying that
allotted $150.00.
the $5,000.00 will be parceled
OPERATIONS—$13,930.00 off to other departments as the
The subject of criticism over the year goes on.
years, operations covers the
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
ASB's bureaucratic and supply —$750.00 Half of this fund is
costs. The budget lists a slated for the twice-yearly Senior
$1,660.00 office supply expense, Outreach Program.
including $130.00 for wrist
VISTA—$5,525.00 Includes
bands used to police the school's one 24 page issue, five 20 page
stringent alcohol policies at on- issues, and six 16 page issues.
campus events. USD charged
LARK—$3,300.00 Six study
ASB$5,630.00 for "Operational breaks at $550.00 each.
charges." USD is expected to
YEARBOOK—$6,801.00
charge the ASB $5,630.00 for Half of yearly printing and sup
services, including$1,925.00 for ply costs.
Printing and Duplicating,
RADIO (KUSD)—$300.00
$1,505.00 for postage, and Hopes for a student-run on$2,200.00 for telephone calls. campus radio station were
According to Secretary of Fi dashed when estimates for trans
nance Steve Callaway, "The Uni mitting into the valley dorms ran
versity makes money on every into the high tens of thousands of
pay phone." Also included is dollars. The $300.00 allocation
$2,365.00 for secretarial
expenses.
Continued on page 3
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Letters to the Editor
^

Fantasy
World
Dear Construction Workers,
With all due respect, allow me
to clear up a few misconceptions.
The "fantasy world" you speak
of is the one created by your
selves alone! Yes, there are a few
nice cars in the parking lot; yes,
there are cute girls (and cute
guys, may I add) attending USD;
yes, there are students who are
fortunate enough to have parents
who can support them. HOW
EVER, let me remind you that
they are in the minority. As of
1981, (the last year for which I
have information) 65% of the
undergraduates were receiving
financial aid. 1 am sure that the
figure has increased. Most of us
work, too. And we pay the bills
and the rent just like you do. We
are not all rich, stuck-up kids.
When I was in high school, 1
bought my own car with my own
money. I've been a student at
USD for 3 years now. 1 work 12
months a year, usually more than
one job. I receive financial aid as
well as academic scholarships and
have asked for several loans,
(which I'll probably be repaying
untill'm80 years old). Andlstill
own the same old 1976 Datsun.
Now, I am only one example, but
I'm sure I'm not unique. Don't
get me wrong—this isn't a sob
story, nor is it an apology. 1
simply want to remind you that
we are people just like you. Next
time you glance at the parking
lot, look at how many "average"
cars there are. To make it even
more interesting, look at some of
the people. Most of us are aver
age, every-day college students
who are very friendly people.
Actually, I bet you'll find a lot
more smiles and "hellos" here
than you will at any other univer
sity in this area. It might have
something to do with the tall
white building with the cross on
it in the center of our campus, or
maybe it's just that there's a little
good in everyone—if you'll only
look. Thanks for listening.
Respectfully,
Laura Palazzi

All
In Fun

Dear Editor;
This letter is in response to the
VISTA 8 article (Feb. 10, 1984)
entitled "See You At the Club"
by Brian Toner. I have to com
mend you Brian. I laughed all the
way through your article. You
have a very good sense of wit and
humor. But, (there is always a
"but") it is important for the
students of USD to know that
what your humor implies is not
reality.
Every fall the Alcala Men's
Club actively recruits amongst
the freshman and sophomore
class. Each applicant is reviewed
by the club as a whole. This year
very, very, very few people were
denied acceptance into the club.
I can see where you are coming
from, Brian, we (guess what, 1
too am a member if AMC) do
dress well. It is in the best inter
ests of the University as a whole
that we have formal attire since
we often represent the Univer
sity of San Diego to the commun
ity of San Diego. 1 would like to
encourage all students of USD to
consider joining or at least sup
port both the Alcala Mens' Club
and the Alcala Women's Club.
The AMC and AWC are service
organizations designed to assist
the administration of USD with
their various functions. Thank
you.
Frank Bugelli

^ ^

I realized that I wasn't the only
one who had to hold down two
jobs to support myself while liv
ing away from home. Most stu
dents on this campus do know
what the meaning of work is.
Don't stereotype us because not
everyone fits into the same mold.
As for those porsche wheeling
spoiled brats around campus—
yes, some are spoiled but not all
of them. Would you turn down a
sports car as a graduation gift
from your parents? I know I
wouldn't!
Sincerely,
A full-time, double major,
who works part-time
Mary Markovinovic

Dinner
Anyone?
Dear U.S.D. Girls,
We would like to announce to
all the girls at U.S.D., the forma
tion of the U.S.D. Cooking Club.
EACH NIGHT girls will be al
lowed to come up to our apart
ment, freeof charge, AND MAKE
US DINNER!!! We'll be there to
offer our comments on the food
and, of course, to consume it.
For applications and further infor
mation please contact Bahia's
#36.
Sincerely,
Bret Cambell, Mark Hawblitzel
and Tom Sinsky
(Founding Fathers of the U.S.D.
Cooking Club)

Blake
And
Congrats
Krystal
Dear Construction Workers,
Yes, USD may seem like work
ing on the set of "Dynasty", as
one of my friends prefers to call
it, but not all of us here have
Blake and Krystal Carrington for
parents. I, too, was greatly sick
ened upon entering my freshman
year at USD. There were mercedes and porsches everywhere!!
Life was like one big sunkist soda
commercial.
After living here for three years
my opinion has slightly changed.

The Vista welcomes "Letter to the Editor" from students,
faculty, and others. All letters must be typed (double-spaced 65
space line.). Letters which are submitted, must be accompanied
by the author's name and phone number for verification pur
poses. Names will be withheld upon request. The Editor retains
the right not to print any letter which is found to be obscene,
slanderous or libelous.
All letters must be submitted before 5:00 p.m. on Monday
for publication in the Thursday issue. The Vista office is located
on the ground floor of Serra Hall across from the Snack Bar.

Dear Editor:
This is to congratulate Lea
Anna Stockman and Mary Hohn,
who both demonstrated tremen
dous ability to play the game of
pool last Friday evening.
Respectfully,
Mark Vitali

It's Not
Easy
Dear Editor,
You think it's easy for a guy
like me? You think it's easy not
being able to walk down the
street without being mobbed by
autograph hungry worshippers?
You think it's easy having to
demonstrate the use of my fertile
loins seven to eight times an
hour? Think again.
Sincerely,
Arian Collins

Working Together
by John Sanford
Campus life. That has such a
nice tone to it. When you apply
for residence here at USD that's
exactly how they make it sound.
Eternal happiness. Everybody is
supposed to be as friendly as Jim
Nabors. But when you get right
down to it. campus life, or living
on campus, depends on the basic
compatibility of you and your
roommate as the case may be.
Living with your friends in
Mission Beach may be a kick in
the pants but that was all by cho
ice. Here, even though you get to
fill out a form about yourself,
you don't get too much attention
from the people that assign
rooms. I know people who don't
smoke that got stuck with people
who do; people that are quiet get
tied up with madmen that party
until dawn and a lot of other
things that make life miserable
for everyone involved.
Living in the same room with
someone you don't get along
with can be even worse than liv
ing with your parents. It's hard to
live with other people's idiosyncracies; and if you don't get along,
it's even worse.
First come the fight, then comes

r

the silent treatment. When room
mates can't even communicate
with each other, then high ten
sion becomes a factor to deal
with. The static between you and
your roommate gets even worse
than the T.V. and the radio put
together. It can make for a rather
unpleasant semester.
If the situation is really bad
you can change rooms, but it's
not easy and there isn't always an
open space. Besides, it's usually
not a disaster but it's just enough
to drive you bananas.
The whole point of this is that
it is useless to make you and your
roommate miserable at everyb
ody's expense. If you have one,
two, five, or ten roommates it's
the same. Everybody needs to
communicate with each other.
Even if you don't get along, try
and make it as easy as possible to
live with each other. Nobody
likes to feel bad becasue their
roommate doesn't like them. And
if your roommate thinks that you
are a defect from the dumb dumb
factor maybe you should try to
see what you do to make him
think that way. In either case,
nothing will work unless both
people try.

1

Give Up Your Slides
The Student Alumni Association needs slides for the "Senior
Class Slide Show" which will be shown at the Senior Banquet.
The slides will be returned promptly after the event.
Please print your name on each slide and put them in a
marked envelope, deliver the envelope to the Student Affairs
Office in Serra Hall Attention Project '84.
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Opinion
Campus Notes
ATTENTION: The ICC tutoring services are available in the follow
ing subjects: French, Spanish, Biology, and accounting. The Tutoring
room is located across from the Serra Snack Bar. If you have any
questions regarding the tutoring services, please call Paul Davis at
574-1225 or 293-4802.
SENIOR CLASS WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION: Next Thurs
day, March 1 in the Camino "L" Shaped Lounge; 4 pm. to 6 pm.
The Devil Worshipping Club meeting has been cancelled due to
scheduling problems. Keep the cadavors on ice and the boar's vomit
warm. For more information contact Rev. Dyer Straits at 333-6666.
T.G.I.F. Friday at Diego 3 pm. Sponsored by A.K. PSI FIRST
BLOOD is showing Friday night at 7 pm. in Camino theatre.
The newly reactivated POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB will hold its
first meeting of the semester on Tuesday, February 24th at 11:15 am,
in Founder's 124. Open membership...ALL welcome.
CIRCLE K MEETING, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 29 AT 7:30
PM IN C152. SPANISH CLUB MEETING, TUESDAY, FEBRU
ARY 28 AT 12:00 PM IN C120.
Anyone interested in forming an Ice Hockey Club please contact
Steve at 273-5163.
Mission Club Meeting in Founders 128 Sunday 8 p.m.
LAST DAY TO DROP A CLASS FOR 50% REFUND IS WED
NESDAY, FEBRUARY 29 BY 4:00 P.M. LAST DAY TO DROP A
CLASS FOR SPRING 1984 SEMESTER IS WEDNESDAY APRIL
4 BY 4:00 P.M. LAST DAY TO CHANGE AND INCOMPLETE IS
WEDNESDAY APRIL 4 (FROM FALL 1983 SEMESTER).

Alpine Splendor & Vienna
and

Oberammergau
JUNE 29 - JULY 14, 1984
ESCORTED FROM SAN DIEGO
BY

JOHN A. TRIFILETTI
(University of San Diego)

16 Days — Visiting: Switzerland,
France, Italy Austria, Germany
and Liechtenstein.
• JET TREK FEATURES: Welcome dinner, with
wine, in Berne, visit to the bear pits in Berne;
visit the Castle of Chillon, Montreux; see the
original League of Nations buildings in Geneva,
see the scenic Simplon Pass; enjoy unsur
passed views of the Dolomites; visit Vienna's
Schonbrunn Palace and "new wine" village
dinner, see Austria's "Soud of Music" Salzkammergut area; see "Mad Ludwig's" favorite
castle, Scholl Linderhof, attend the Passion
Play; farewell dinner in Lucerne, including
wine and folklore entertainment.

k
5
SAN DIEGO

278-8888

UNIVERSAL
TRAVEL
RANCHO BERNARDO

485-1224

Commentary

Look Out Folks,
Here Comes the Academy
by Michael Cisneros
It's time again for the annual
Academy Awards, commonly
known as the Oscars, to recog
nize the best performances on
screen of the past year.
I, for one, am totally in favor
of awards to acknowledge those
moments which certain actors
have made unforgetable, but I
don't think it should stop there.
What about real life? I propose
the addition of another annual
awards show.
In this one we could recognize
those common folk, people like
you and me, the type you see
everyday. Because, as I've noticed
in the past year, there are some
things happening out on the street
that shouldbe immortalized right
alongside with the great profes
sional performances.
Well, since I've decided to
start another awards show, there
are a couple of things I should
take care of. We'll need trophies.
How about little golden steers? (I
happen to have a number of these
trophies left over from the great
Lumox, TX, rodeo from a few
years back, so why not unload
them now?) We'll call them the
Golden Bull Awards.
Now we need categories. Since
this is the first show, I'll pick the
categories, though I may change
them later. Something that all
our readers can identify with.
After all, we do these shows for
the public.
Good, now I'm ready. Unlike
all those rival awards shows, I'm
not going to list all those nomi

nees, because you know as well as
I do that they were never really
considered for the award. The
winner had been picked weeks
before and I'm going to be straight
with you.

store for his role in the "50 ways
to explain why you left your ID
in your other pants." It never got
down to a strip search, but it
made me decide not to attempt to
buy anything, andI had my ID.

The first award goes to the
winner of the "good deed of the
year without really meaning to",
the driver of the blue Ford Escort
(I didn't get a chance to learn his
name), for cutting me off at the
Morena/'Linda Vista turnoff and
making me miss class.Icontinued
north and ended up in La Jolla
where 1had the best yogurt lunch
of my life.

Well, time is running short
and it's the moment we've all
been waiting for. The pride of the
first AnnualGolden Bull Awards.
The coveted "Fool's hall of fame"
award for the biggest, stupidest,
and most aggravating act of the
past year.
This one really took some
thinking because so many people
made such big impressions on me
over the past 12 months. But I
did finally come up with the
winner.
Or I should say 'winners.' The
most aggravating act of the year
goes to the drivers of USD for
parking in the new bike lane
where the 'no parking' signs are.
This group fulfilled all the cate
gories as biggest, possibly the
most ignored law on campus;
stupidest, because even if the
students couldn't read the sign,
the international logos are used;
and most aggravating.
Just try to enjoy a quick jaunt
from the Sports Center to Camino
without endangering your life on
a bike or moped. I've taken to
driving full time as a means of
self-preservation.
All winners will be sent their
trophies in exchange for accep
tance speeches and GBA contri
butions. See you again next year.
Love and kisses from us at the
academy.

The second category is in the
area of "covering for clumsy."
This one should be divided into
two parts, let's call 'em best actor
and supporting actress. The first
trophy goes to (again no name)
the man in the grey Adidas sweats
walking down the boardwalk in
Mission Beach, showing off to a
couple of joggers. After showing
what kind of athlete he is by trip
ping over hisown feet, he stopped,
looked at the ground, and picked
up the imaginary rock and suavely
tossed it under his Porsche 924.
Too cool.
Best supporting actress goes to
the two joggers he was trying to
impress for not noticing and
keeping that sickly smile on their
faces. Come on girls, those
couldn't have been real. Could
they?
"Best comedy performances in
a dramatic scene" goes to the
young man in Stone's Liquor

Letters to the Editor
An Arm
AndALeg
Dear Rev. Dyer Straits,
Bravo and mucho applause for
your excellent commentary in
last week's VISTA concerning
our "not-for-profit" campus
bookstore here at USD. It would
seem to me that the managers of
the bookstore could find a more
economical and equitable means
of running a student store so that
students need not pay two arms
and a leg for books and supplies
every semester. We know that
there are businesses all over the
county that are out to make a
quick buck and "take you for all
you got," but must we have such
a business here on our own
campus?
Sincerely,
Peter M. McGuine

Bad
Omens
Dear Reverend Dyer Straits
I know the truth about you
and plans for these students.USD
this man is not a reverend he is a

sick prophet who will lead into
the depths of sin and inequity.
He is a convicted sodmizer who
was kicked out of the seminary
for molesting a nun. He is a sick
bastard under the influence of
lysergic acid. Beware bad omens
in the skys.
Beware
Bishop Finian
P.S. To the ReverendI will hunt
you down you hair bag!!

Budget Approved
Continued from fxige I
will go toward yet another feasi
bility study for the benefit of
future administrations.
C U L T U R A L A R T S—
$3,050.11 Includes over
$900.00 for thfc noontime French
Parlor Series. Other events in
clude $372.00 for a trip to the J.
Paul Getty Museum and $585.00
for dinner music in the cafeterias.
ELECTION COMMITTEE—

$150.00 Covers printing costs.
COMMUNICATIONS—
$3,175.00 Calendars make up
the majority of this budget, cost
ing $2,5 50.00 for over two thou
sand copies.
USD ASB officials could not
be reached in time to comment
on San Diego State's ASB's plans
to purchase an$80,000.00 yacht,
nicknamed the "Freewheeler."
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Here Comes the Peace Corps
By Carl Stewart
If you've ever wanted to do
something significant in your life,
now is the time to find out about
doing it. Representatives frorr
the Peace Corps will be in front
of Serra Hall, from 9:00 a.m.
until 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.
until 3:00 p.m., on February 28,
1984. The representatives (all of
whom are themselves former vol
unteers) will be on hand to dis
cuss the Peace Corps' volunteer
assignments which are available
in more than 60 developing
nations.
The Peace Corps will be show
ing a free film entitled "The
Toughest Job You'll Ever Love"
along with a slide show entitled
"Women in Development." The
event will take place on February
28th from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00

p.m. in USD's Serra Hall. There
will also be a seminar on "Peace
Corps in Today's Wor'd," also
on February 28th, in Serra Hall
at 4:00 p.m.
Individuals interested in more
information about the Peace
Corps should call the organiza
tion at (213)209-7444.
Peace Corps Volunteers re
ceive a monthly living allowance
(to cover food, clothing and hous
ing), medical coverage, and a
readjustment allowance of about
$4,200 after their assignment is
completed. Applicants to the
Peace Corps must be U.S. Citi
zens, 18 years of age or older
(although very few individuals
under the age of 21 have devel
oped the skills, experience or
maturity required for successful
service) with a 4-year college

Was Bandit A
Bad Doggy?
Wednesday, February 13, Phi
Alpha Delta, sponsored a trip to
L.A. to watch the taping of the
"People's Court." Dennis Cham
berlain, president of the pre-law
fraternity, organized this trip to
give members and guests a chance
to see how the law and media
works together.
The group witnessed Judge'
Wapner preside over four separ
ate cases. "Bandit the Bad Doggy"
was an interesting case dealing
with animal owner liability.
"Pick on someone your own size"
dealt with a case of assault and
"Pumping iron valley style" in
volved breach of contract. The
last case, "The man who came
out of nowhere," convinced us
that the show really needed to get
some new writers when it came
to case titles.
Most of the students in the fra
ternity are interested in pursuing
careers in law and this was a per
fect opportunity to see the law
according to Hollywood. Before
entering the "People's Court,"

degree or a specific skill.
Disciplines in high demand by
the Peace Corps include:
Forestry / Fisheries/Natural
Resources
Biology/Chemistry/Physics/
Math (major or minor)
Civil Engineering
Agriculture (including Farm
ing or Ranching)
Home Economics/Nutrition/
Health
Special Education/Primary
Education
French/Spanish
A liberal arts degree, particu
larly if you have studied French
or Spanish, may also qualify you
for a number of challenging as
signments. So, if you think you
have what it takes to do some
thing for your fellow man—take
a look at the Peace Corps.

Discover
Ireland

most students didn't take the
show seriously. There were some
suspicions that the show had a
script and the rulings were made
by the producers.
Metromedia Studios and the
staff of "People's Court" rolled
out the welcome mat for Phi
Alpha Delta. They went out of
their way to make the students as
comfortable as possible. They
were very interested in hearing
the opinions of the pre-law so
ciety. DougLewellyn, the show's
host, announced the presence of
the group on the air as well as
their judgment on the case in
question.
The
shows will air sometime in late
March or April. Specific dates
will be announced in the near
future.

The famous shirts that were
once distributed at the then USD
sponsored "Discover Ireland"
10K Run, are now on sale in the
bookstore for only $1.50. This is
no misprint. The shirts are priced
at less than half the original cost.
John Melican was overheard say
ing, "I have never bought such a
fine quality shirt at such a low
price." The shirts are 100% cot
ton, making them quite comfor
table for the San Diego climate.
Despite the large quantity availa
ble, Ed DeMerlier explaied "with
the number of people participat
ing in athletics at USDI won't be
surprised if they sell out real
fast." If you see a humble student
carrying a large pile of these
shirts draped over his shoulder,
feel free to stop and buy one
from him.

The Sigma Pi Fraternity has
announced that the scope of their
escort service will be enlarged to
include areas immediately adja
cent to the University. In addi
tion to the normal service be
tween the valley and locations on
campus, escorts willnow be avail
able to accompany students to
the residential areas such as the
Dog Patch which are within close
proximity to the campus.
Contrary to its serene appear
ance the area near campus can be
dangerous as was proven last
semester when a young woman
almost fell victim to a mugger.
Sigmi Pi realized that a potential
for trouble existed on the cam

pus so during the fall of '82,
began the Sunday through Thurs
day service. The service had a
slow beginning but has steadily
grown as more students became
aware of its presence.
Sigmi Pi has recognized the
potential dangers facing students
who after studying late have to
walk to their off campus apart
ments. Hopefully this additional
service will provide students
with the security needed to pre
vent any future mishaps.
Students can reach an escort
by dialing 293-4802 between
9:00-12:00 p.m., Sunday through
Thursday.

• Take yourself and a friend to the MOVIES- FREEI
(Pay-no-admission movie passes to theatres all over
San Diego.)

Any better offers? $24,000
to $54,000 after 6 years. If
you are 19 to 26 years of
age majoring in math, chem
istry, physics or engineer
ing and would like to learn
more about this opportunity

CALIFORNIA PAPERS:
Call between the hours of
8AMto 4PM, MON. thru WED.

Service Enlarged

THE BEST BOOK BUY ON CAMPUS!

NAVY NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING

CALL
COLLECT
(619)
293-6746

Seven students from USD are currently on Semester at Sea.
(Front row) Greg Meyer, Catherine Swanson, Maria Wagner,
Oonagh Twigg-Smith, Lori Mendes, (rear) Mollie Doyle and
Byron Roth.

• Enjoy BUY-ONE-GET-ONE-FREE dinners at over 100
San Diego Restaurants
• Watch the CLIPPERS, PADRES, SOCKERS-AII at
up to 50% OFF.

Retail Price: $20
USD Bookstore Price $15

• Get away to TAHOE, VEGAS, PALM SPRINGS or even
HAWAII-all at 50% OFF1
• Take advantage of FREE AUTO SERVICES from
over 20 major San Diego Auto Dealerships!

WITH SAVINGS LIKE THESE, WHY PAY FULL PRICE?
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Program Board Funds
Sporting Clubs
This week's debate in Program
Board centered around the fund
ing of events of the sports clubs.
Spring semester has seen budget
cuts for most ASB groups. The
result is that budgets are being
closely guarded. ICC is one of the
groups pulling its purse strings
tighter.
The controversy stems from
the sports clubs which are pres
ently eligible for support from
both the ICC and the ASB sports
budget. The fact that there are no
defined rules about these clubs
receiving aid from the two sour
ces has caused confusion and
debate. As a club, sports clubs
are a part of ICC, but as a sport
they are also a part of theschool's
athletic system. ICC is willing to
aid these groups during their off
season when they are not receiv
ing any additional support. Some
also feel that during their onseason these club/sports should
depend solely on their athletic
budgets.
For all clubs, ICC is there to
help pay for events and their
expenses when they include or
represent the school in an ex
ternal situation. Does this also
include the expenses of sports
clubs in competition? A club
would be entitled to this ICC
fund but as a competing group

doesn't this make them a team
sport rather than a club? This is
the thought of many ICC
representatives.
The club in this case, the rugby
club, submitted a proposal to the
ICC in order to reimburse mem
bers for a recent road trip. Their
proposal requested $200.00 of
the $2,700.00 spent in a recent
league game in Arizona. The team
consists of 40 players and this
was asking for $5.00 per person.
ICC rejected the request because
some clubs were upset that
money for a club event would be
given to a "sport." Why couldn't
expenses be taken out of the
sports budget?
The team requested ICC funds
because their sports budget had
also been cut and because as a
club they were entitled to the
ICC support. The high cost of
rugby has been a weight that the
team has been carrying on their
own, and they are seeking help. A
similar situation arose recently
when the cheerleaders went to
ICC requesting aid for their
travel expenses to and from
games in distant areas.
It would be impossible to
simply change the labels of sports
clubs to sports. The NCAA divi
sion rules make it that way. Divi
sions such as division I & II are

set according to the school's finan
cial backing of its sports pro
gram. USD cutbacks in the sports
program have forced the cutting
of sports budgets for the sport
clubs in order to keep sports like
men's basketball in division I.
Sport clubs such as rugby, soc
cer, crew, cheerleaders,etc., have
been hurt as a result. There is no
room for them in the sports pro
gram nor are they truly accepted
as a club in ICC.
This is a problem that needs
attention from the ASB and the
administration before the new
school year begins. Are these
groups clubs, sports or both?
What rules can be established in
order to keep the students in
these clubs from paying high ex
penses? Since neither the sports
clubs nor ICC want anything to
do with each other, how will
their financial status be settled?
Program Board did not make
any decision on the status of
these groups. It is not their legal
right. The vote for the proposal
was tied. The chairman used his
authority to pass the proposal.
He felt that groups, like rugby,
are still considered clubs. There
fore, they should be treated as
such until any new rulings are
made by the administration on
their status.

Club Charters Revoked
by Sheri Hirsch

On February 16th, the ASB
senate revoked the charters of all
inactive clubs. Among the groups
included BSU, Young Republi
cans, Blues Bretheren, and ETK.
Take another glance at the organ
izations listed and you may notice
a vague inconsistency among the
list. ETK, the club that has suc
cessfully presented Flanigan's bi
monthly TG's is anything by
"inactive."
Other than the Flanigan's,
ETK brought the highly ac
claimed Blues Band of James Har
mon to the Lark. It was undoubt
edly the finest Thursday night
presentation of the semester.
ETK is certainly annoyed. The

inactivation of the club charter
resulted from repeated absences
from the I.C.C. This year'sSecre
tary of Justice, John Tenuta, and
Secretary of Organizations are
firmly upholding the attendance
policy.
In the weeks preceding an ASB
election, certain officials tradi
tionally begin looking for issues
to separate themselves as out
spoken, competent leaders. It's
part of the political system. "I
did the same sort of thing when I
was planning to- run for ASB
president," stated Vince Kasperick, ETK President.
I.C.C. functions for two objec
tives: to publicize events on cam
pus and to request ASB funding

STALLONE
This time
he1* fighting
for hie life.

2/24/84
7 p.m.
Camino
Theater

for club functions. ETK has
"never received a red penny from
I.C.C." stated Kasperick, "nor
do we need them for further pub
licity." Their view was further
expressed by Rich Pietras, ETK
Vice-President "I.C.C. is as use
less as air conditioning in Antarc
tica and has proved to be nothing
more than' a 'bureaucratic
nightmare.'"
When a charter is revoked the
clubs cannot receive any addi
tional ASB funds nor advertise
on campus. Late Friday morning,
Tom Cosgrove, Assistant Dean
of Students, telephoned Kas
perick to inform him the inac
tivated club would have to tear
down the already posted adver
tising for the upcoming Friday
T.G. Kasperick ignored the re
quest. "I even asked three ASB
officials after the call and they
told me not to tear the posters
down. I find it interesting that
Tom Cosgrove felt responsible
for telling me to tear down the
advertising when ASB did not
contact me with such a message.
Since when did Mr. Cosgrove
become an ASB watchdog?"
The group will reluctantly ap
pear this Thursday in Senate to
reinstate their charter. But they
do so in protest.

The seniors turned out for fun in the sun last Friday afternoon at the senior BBQ.

Yearbook Questionnaire
Yearbook production is a year round effort. Work has already
begun on next year's book but we need your help. It is necessary for us
to know what you want. Is is to your benefit to fill out this question
naire and return it to the ASB office. Thank you.
NAME (optional):

Class: Fr So Jr Sr

1) What would you like as a theme for the book?
2) What kind of cover would you prefer?
a) USD scenic b)candids c) traditional (leather-look) "d)other
3) Would you like to see more or less candids? YES or NO
4) Would you like to see more events covered? YES or NO
if so, please give suggestions
:
5) Would you like to see spring events covered? YES or NO
(spring event would be covered in the next year's book)
6) Would you like, to see more special features such as local,
national and world events covered? YES or NO
7) Do you think the index should be included? YES or NO
8) FOR JUNIORS & SENIORS ONLY. What color background
do you prefer for senior portraits?
9) SENIORS ONLY: Would you like a professional photographer
to take pictures at the graduation ceremony? YES or NO
(pictures of students receiving their diplomas would be made
available)
10) Would you be interested in attending an Alcala '85 planning
meeting in the near future? YES or NO
If so, please give us your name and phone number so we can
contact you. Please remember, the yearbook staff is always open
to suggestions.

On Saturday, February 25 th,
the Sophomore Class challenges
the Freshmen in a softball game.
The Game is scheduled at 1:00-3:00 at
Ski Beach. Beverages, games, music!
Maps are available at the ASB office. If you
have any questions, contact Paul Davis at
574-1225 or Rosemary Wolf at 297-0541.
See you there.
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Generic Therapy
Phenomenal Reception
For A.C.F.C.
USD Club day was a big success
and for the second straight year
the most popular display was
sponsored by the Arian Collins
Fan Club.
"The A.C.F.C., by far the most
prominent and largest club on
campus, attracted an unprece
dented 500 freshmen to its ela
borate rally with free refresh
ments for anyone wearing an
Arian Collins button.
We here at the VISTA were
invited to the after-rally reception
to meet with the president of the
A.C.F.C., one Ms. Naira Snilloc,
to find out why the club has
enjoyed such overwhelming suc
cess.
Naira, whose name translates
roughly to "damn glad to live on

the west coast," said it was the
legend of the man and what he
does that makes him so popular.
"Exact membership is really
unknown, even to me," said
Snilloc, "I know that there are
over 170,000 girls just like me in
the club, but the number of male
members is hard to estimate.
They like to keep a low profile. I
mean, they idolize Arian, but at
the same time, they can't help
being jealous."
What does he do? "If you have
to ask, then you're not ready for
the answer. If you don't know,
then I can't tell you."
Of course, we at the VIST A all
know and we are all members,
but we don't think we should tell
you either. Half the fun is in
discovering.

America At War
by Michael Cisneros
The early light of dawn was
hazy with the smoke from the
battle of the night before. As 1
looked over the smoldering ruins
of what had been a proud building
a day ago, 1 was gripped by an all
too familiar feeling. The single
feeling responsible, I noted, for
the wreckage that lay strewn be
fore me. Hunger.
"I mustn't let anyone know," I
thought, "not so soon after the
battle. It might start off another
one."
It was true. Times were tough
and competition was tougher. It
had started innocently enough.
First it was "Have it your way" or
"You deserve a break today,"
and it seemed like things were
looking good for the American
people.
Then it got violent. Somebody
blew up the Clown. The Clown's
employer, JB, claimed responsi
bility, but his main rivals, Mc and
BK, were never fully cleared of
the charged. Then things became
down right nasty.
JB retaliated by introducing a
new line of fast foods with a
unique menu that bore the title,
"There's not comparison." It was
an obvious attack on the others,
an open declaration of war. I
don't think we realized it then,
but that's what it was. The rest
happened so fast, it's almost a
blur.
BK accepted the challenge. 39<t
hamburgers and "Aren't you
hungry" appealed to our baser
instincts. Of course we were
hungry, and 39<f seemed like a
steal.
Mc then appealed to our sense
of patriotism by offering us
"America's meat and potatoes."
Only a communist threat to our
own national security could
refuse the power of that cam
paign.
The war had been readily

Women of all ages dragged husbands and boyfriends to the Arian Collins Fan Club Rally last
Wednesday. All in attendance joined.

engaged by everyone, then came
the unexpected. Sabotage. Some
body wanted to know, "Where's
the beef?" and the first strings of
discontent were sounded.
Everybody began pointing the
finger at each other and the public
was caught in the middle. Con
tests, games, prizes, coupons, all
were thrown at us with the full
force of mass media advertising.
A small band of terrorists came
together and started to pressure
people to come into whichever
establishment would employ
them. The operation was a great
success for a while until each
burger baron had a small army of
its own.
These small armies became
faithful to their employers and
were even worked into the adver
tising campaigns for a short time.
Still, the appeal of earlier ads
were missing.
That was OK because it had
been fear that had been bringing
in business for the past few
months anyway.
It became obvious that things
were getting out of hand. "What
a brilliant deduction." I said to
no one in particular. My mind
was getting weak and my state
was further hampered by pangs
of hunger.

This is my first year at USD. It is
also my first time away from
home. Scholastically I am doing
fine, but socially I am some what
retarded. All my friends, or
maybe they are just associates, at
any rate everyone I know go to
parties, orgies and other so called
"fun" things. What I was wonder
ing is how do they have time for
all this fun stuff? 1 mean by 4 p.m.
on Friday De Sales Hall is simply
hopping with excitement, but I
have not finished my homework!
Am I too serious a student, or
what?

"I've got to do something," I
thought, "or I'll just waste away
here at the foot of this former
burger palace." I looked again at
the devastation and figured that's
not where I wanted to waste
away.

Dear Dr. Hunter,

Dear Dr. Hunter,

Every once in a while I'll be lying
on by back, in bed, during the
quiet morning hours, I see three
yellow bats hanging upside down
from the ceiling. The first time I
saw these creatures their purple
eyes scared me so much that I
screamed in terror and I woke my
roommate, Scott Richards up. I
was 4:15 a.m. and he was not
pleased. Richards' mood did not
improve either, especially when
he could not see the bats. Hell, I

I heard that Richard Pryor is
really Michael Jackson's father,
and that they both dance alike. I
know how Jackson dances, but I
have never seen Pryor dance. Tell
me, are they really related and do
they have anything else in corn-

At that point there was a large
amount of noise coming up from
behind fast. I listened. "There are
still some people who haven't
heard of our new supreme sand
wich..." I heard someone say. My
God!, the JB man! I decided dis
cretion was the better part of
valor and ran.
Continued on page 7

Dr. Hunter Cares
Dear Dr. Hunter,

Signed,
Male Virgin in De Sales
Dear Male,
Take massive amounts of drugs,
get laid and remember that there
is more to life than news, weather
and sports.

don't know how he missed them
they were huge, with flourescent
green breath. Anyhow, my room
mate told me to go back to sleep,
but I ask you, how can one sleep
with three giant bats starring at
you? These bats appear about
twice a week and I am the only
one to see them. I fear that some
one is putting acid in my
"Snicker's" Bars or maybe I
should see a psychologist. What
do you suggest?
Signed
Bellfry in Bahias

Dear Once,
Bu
t Pryor and Jackson are
not related and the only thing
they have in common is that
Pryor got burnt by Coke and
Jackson got burnt by Pepsi.

Dear Dr. Hunter,
Hey, like I'm from Malibu and I
surf. What I want to know is how
come more USD kids don't surf,
and what's all this shit about
classes? What's "Classes?"

Dear Bellfry,
Funny I used to see the same
thing. I suggest that you do one of
two things; either close your eyes
and ignore them, or try to make
them your pets. You can always
train them to attack people you
don't like (RA's and other pur
poseless housing employees.)

Signed
Once you go black
you never go back
in Camino Hall.

Signed
Tubed in M.B.
Dear Tubed,
As terrible as it may sound, the
majority of USD's students are
from East of 1-5. I know you've
been told that there is no life east
of 1-5, but there are a few pockets
of civilization in the great eastern
wastes. These people don't know
a damn thing about the ocean.
Hell, just the other day I heard
some bozo from Iowa say that he
didn't realize how close Hawaii
was to California, of course he
was looking at the Mexican
Islands at the time.
Oh' and Tubed—don't worry
about Classes, just pay your tui
tion on time and you'll graduate
with no problem.
Confused? Send your questions
about the meaning of life and
other trivia to Dr. S. Hunter care
of the Vista.
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Generic Therapy
Williamson Wants a Cracker
by Michael Berman
parrot, says his comment served
"Mary goes to school with a only as an example, not as a
parapelegic parrot" was the exam personal attack on disabled or
ple cited by Dr. Williamson dur any other type of winged creature.
ing his Mass Communication The situation since has become
class on Feb. 8. The movie which known as the parrot incident.
Williamson referred to was re The University obviously embar
cently released in San Diego. The rassed by all this adverse publicity
story revolves around our heroine has refused comment.
Mary who goes to junior high
Parrot groups such as the
school with Sneezegroin her pet K WSFD ( keep the world safe for
parapelegic parrot strapped to disabled parrots) and even such
her shoulder. The plot is a playful radical groups as the PDL ( Parrot
drama of a young girl's love for Defense League) are asking for a
her cute, but disabled, parrot. At public apology. The groups are
the beginning of the movie we see so appalled that they are protest
a healthy accident-prone parrot.
Sneezegroin's antics end in disas
ter when, while posing as a piece
of pineapple he is tossed into the
blender. Our unfortunate hero is
left a parapelegic for life. Ironi
cally, the incident only strength
by Reverend Dyer Straits
ens Mary's love for her pet.
It is a Monday afternoon and my
Williamson's crude reference
article is due in 10 hours and my
to this heart-warming story has
head feels like a rat's been fornicat
the public up in arms. Lobbying
ing my brain. Screw it I better write
parrot groups from all over the
something or I will be beaten by these
country have gathered at USD to
scum bags. This sunny day and the
protest the slanderous misuse of
hellish activity in the Vista office
parrot disabilities. The example
brings to mind my days in the
which originated in Williamson's
seminary and that feeling of
class was used to show how the
brotherhood. Every young lad
media industry is controlled by
longs for the bowels of a fraternal
big business. Students who heard
order. Here at USD there are two
the remark were appalled. One
fine fraternities and another on
student said, "He always has at
the way. These are all fine, all
tacked birds, but this time he's
male, all manly organizations.
gone too far, he's attacked a
As a young man enters USD he
parrot. Williamson, in an attempt
is scared and lonely. He longs for
to defend himself from the bom
mummy and dadsie and homsie.
bardment of criticism over the
His existence is threatened with
many vital questions. Like should
I develop a personality or not.
How can I make friends at USD,
it is so big. As he looks around
Continued from Page 6
campus and his over active hor
I. entered an open street and mones start churning within his
found myself in the middle of a groin. He longs for re lief and
crowd of people. Things were stares out at those scary creatures
settling down and my hunger called girls. All these problems
really began to well up inside me. mount up in this poor lad's mind.
The great clock in the middle of He starts sweating like a pig all
the town square struck its bells. over his Ralph Lauren Polo shirt
Twelve gongs. Lunchtime.
and his mouth is drier than dog
Quickly, most of the crowd, ka ka on a hot day in June. He
myself included, were shuffled leans back against his Porsche
into a building and sat down by a and grabs the hood for dear life.
bunch of militant busboys. "Hold Just as the mind is gasping for
the pickle, hold the lettuce, some sort of reality he screams
special orders don't upset us..." "mummy this can't be the end."
we were informed by a rather He is saved by a smiling young
heavy woman in a greasy plastic prepster, with a complexion of
pepperoni pizza with extra sauce.
apron.
Now 1 knew where we were, He offers this young defensive
but 1 dared not make a move to emotionally strung out kid solace
the door. No, I didn't want to and brotherhood.
take that chance. Besides, I was
As one enters the fraternity he
hungry. We got our food and and his checkbook are welcomed
things went pretty well and with with open hearts and leeching
out incident. Until, of course, arms. He pays through the nose
some young defiant soul asked until it bleeds with initiation fees,
the greasy lady where the beef pledge fees and monthly dues,
but now he has the best friends
was. Never saw him again.
The rest of us were let loose that money can buy. The frater
and told to come again. At least nity spawns individuality and
they still have a sense of humor. supplies the right girls for you to
Most of us now spend our time meet. You meet girls with names
hiding and waiting for the war to like: Buffy, Babs, Dippy and
end. "You deserve a break," now Droppy and they are called little
sisters. But most of all he finds a
those were the days...

ing in front of Camino Hall.
When Williamson tried to cross
the picket line he was met with
insults and airborn bird seed.
Williamson finally recognizing
the need for defense from the
above assertion agreed not to talk
to the Vista since they manage to
misconstrue everything William
son or anyone else says. The final
and only comment offered by
Williamson which will hopefully
end this overbeaten incident is
that parrots are only a state of
mind and so can be utilized to fit
any given situation.

Question of the Week
Photographs by Andy Wasa
Question by Reverend Dyer Straits and Madeline Quin
How do you feel about the moral atmosphere at USD'

KEVIN JONES
Sophomore
Chemistry
with Kim Julian
(Soph. Accounting)
and Barbara Renner
(Soph. Biology)
"Generally, I think the men have
very high morals, but I've never
seen so many loose women in my
life."

Frat Rat
Infestation at USD

America
At War

place where people will tell you
what to do, how to do it, and how
to make your checks out to the
fraternity.
A fraternity is instant popular
ity and sexed starved girls. I know
personally if I were not a reverend
I would join. The fraternity brings
out the real man in its members.
They participate in many manly
activities such as getting drunk
and barfing, but they barf the
way real men barf. They also
teach vital courting techniques
such as chasing girls for sexual
purposes no matter how often
they bathe or how ugly and fat
they really are.
If you were the kind of guy that
was beaten up all the time or you
are an introverted person who
hides under your bed, with the
rubber sheets, and you have more
money than you know what to
do with join your local USD
fraternity. As a great German
statesman said, "One individual
is a threat but a mass of young
men united by a common ideo
logy are a force." Cast off the
shackles of individuality and
become a cloned twit. Society
does not like individuals they
hunt them down. Become one of
the masses and be ever. The
Germany statesman I quoted was
Adolph Hitler in 1934 at a Brown
Shirts rally. Here is a little gibber
ish to contemplate...
There is a dark place within my
mind. It is a place that has no
pace. But few places are kind
within my mind. So I will fall and
fall until I stall within the hallways
of my mind. Rev. Dyer Straits
"They eat the poets, pilgrim."
by G. Bart.

l|P

SOLON PAPASTEFAN
Sophomore
Business Administration
"USD is sexually decadent, I
kinda get tired of turning down
sex day after day."

KRISTIN LAMPHIER
Freshman
Business Administration
"The attitude fits my moral be
liefs, which are zero."

TOM KOZAK
Sophomore
Biology
"My parents love the apparent
morals but myself, I'm more in
favor of the immorals."

ROBERT WILDER
Law Student
Second year
"Coming here after U.C. Santa
Barbara, the school is a bastion of
the Moral Majority and neoconservatism. Liberalism and
Catholicism just don't mix."
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MAKE A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE.

There's an endless frontier of need out there, stretching from the
Sahara to the Andes to the Atolls of the South Pacific. In 20 years,
80,000 Peace Corps volunteers have traveled to all of them, to work
with people in over 80 countries. They've done everything from
helping villagers dig wells and build houses, to teaching them lan
guages and skilled trades, to giving advice on farming and health
care. Join a phenomenal tradition. The difference is a better world,
and a better you.

A TTENTION June grads in Spanish, French, science and math...Are you looking for an international challenge?
If so, consider the Peace Corps. Peace Corps Representatives will be in front of USD's Serra Hall, from 9:00 a.m.
until 11:00 a.m. and from 1:00 p.m. until 3:00 p.m. on February 28th. After 4:00 p.m. they will be at the "Peace
Corps in Today's World" seminar inside Serra Hall. They will also be showing a free film and slide show on
February 28th at 11:00 a.m. and begin at 1:00 p.m. in Serra Hall. If you are familiar with the Peace Corps and
would like an on-campus interview, pick up an application at the Placement Office, complete it and sign up for
an appointment for February 29th. For more information call (213) 209-7444. Oh, and if you hear a noise while
reading this ad, don't worry. It's just opportunity knocking.
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San Diego Production

Minor Miracle Comes to San Diego
By Paul Gordon

Director Terry Tanen's A
Minor Miracle, made in San Diego
through private financing outside
the studios, has finally reached
our town, thanks to the success
ful efforts of production assist
ant Dana Boyd, who helped put
together several premiere screen
ings throughout the United States
to increase publicity. The invita
tional premiere last week at the
Grossmont Tri-Plex Theatre was
attended by Director Tanen,
actors Peter Fox and Dante, and
the producer Tom Moyen. After
their film, they answered ques
tions regarding the film, and al
lowed me to give critical input.
Pele, the famous Brazilian soc
cer player, proves that he can also
act well in A Minor Miracle. The
story is pretty traditional. It con
cerns an orphanage fighting to
stay alive in downtown San Diego,
and the head priest of the facility,
Father Cadenas (John Huston)
puts up a good battle during a
City Council meeting. The land
owners try to sell the property
for redevelopment, but a new
priest (Peter Fox) steps in and a
fundraising soccer game is held
between the orphans and a rival
high school team.
Pele then comes in to coach the
orphans so they may beat the
other team. Pele also sings two of
the songs of A Minor Miracle's
soundtrack.
What makes this film, what
gets the audience through this
unoriginal, Bad News Bears soc-

cer style plot, are the performan
ces by John Huston, Pele, Peter
Fox, and the children. Most of
the child stars had never acted
before, but were picked for their
soccer playing. There is a great
scene when John Huston is in
Mission Bay Hospital dying of
cancer while listening to the or
phans soccer game broadcasted
from Jack Murphy Stadium. He
sputters and coughs while pray
ing the team will be able to keep
their orphanage. It's a touching
scene, void of the stereotypical
sentimentality one might see in
television movies.There's no over
done romanticism here.
A Minor Miracle is uncommon
because it is rated G. The film
was turned down by major Holly
wood distributors because they
reasoned that nobody goes to Grated movies these days. Still, A
Minor Miracle contains a certain
maturity not seen in many PG or
R rated films. One hopes it will
get the publicity it rightly de
serves while it has its stay in 14
theatres in San Diego.
Pele is wonderful. His facial
expressions and natural Brazilian
accent give him real character. In
the original film there was a dog
who played soccer, but he ended
up on the editing room floor,
according to production assist
ant Dana Boyd, who showed me
a photograph of the animal.
John Huston, who plays a
priest called Father Cadenas,
gives a noteworthy but not out
standing performance. The city

Donte and Peter Fox, two stars from the film A Minor Miracle, appeared here, inside the
Grossmont Tri-plex Movie Theatre for the invitational premiere of their film.
Photograph by Paul Gordon ©1984. For One Time Use Only in University of San Diego's
Vista Newspaper.

wants to tear down the buildng
the orphanage is in, but Cadenas
won't let the land be torn apart.
Peter Fox, as another priest, is
equally good. Pele, however, out
acts both of them in the short
time he is in the film.
Director Terry Tanen, who at
tended the screening, admits his
film is a bit traditional, but feels

it will catch on well with both
adults and children. As for Peter
Fox, he has a new film coming
out called Night Of The Comet.
Both Fox and Tanen seemed to
enjoy watching their film again
and were glad they showed up for
the film because they had been
running late in their scheduling.

Tanen has previously worked
with German filmmaker Uli
Lommel on his production of
The Boggieman and Olivia, doing
assistant editing and camera.
Now Tanen wants to continue
writing and directing future films
thanks to his success with A
Minor Miracle.

Album Review

Film Review

Actors Save Film Under the Covers with the Stones
By Amy Early

Meryl Streep does an outstand
ing job of portraying Karen Silkwood, a true story of a young
woman's unexpected death, after
discovering discrepancies in a plutonium plant's safety precautions.
Ms. Silkwood worked in an
Oklahoma plutonium plant with
her boyfriend (Kurt Russell) and
roommate (Cher). Karen became
active in the company's union
after being cooked. To be
'cooked' means to be contamin
ated by plutonium radiation. A
painful shower with wire brushes
is required if an employee has
been cooked, to scrub off the
internal radiation. After Ms.Silkwood's third cooking she had
become more aware of the unsafe
conditions at the plant. The story
shows the audience exactly how
the plant saved a little money and
a little itme by cutting corners at
the expense of worker's safety.
Ms. Silkwood was about to
disclose the information she had
attained on the company, when

she unexpectedly died in a car
accident. It is unknown if Ms.
Silkwood was driven off the road.
Karen was last seen going to the
plant for documentation, with
"touched-up" photos to use as
evidence against the company.
When Karen's car was found in a
roadside ditch, there were no
documents in the car.
The story, because it is true, is
very interesting. The audience be
comes aware of the lack of safety
precautions at the plant through
out the movie. It is enlightening
and frightful, knowing that 'coverups' such as this could, and do,
occur without the public's
knowledge. A year after Karen
Silkwood's death, the plutonium
plant closed, but how many
people's safety had already been
violated? As a film, the story
moves very slowly, and in fact it
is quite boring: However, Meryl
Streep does an outstanding job in
this dramatic role. Both Kurt Rus
sell and Cher have difficult roles,
and each does an honorable job
in their portrayal.

By Rosemary Dettling

The latest Stones' effort. Under
cover (their last with Atlantic
Records before picking up $25
mil from CBS Records) is 45
minutes of violence, blood and
gore. Probably the most interest
ing thing about the album is the
cover art, wich includes peelaway stickers. (Did the band
add that extra to combat out
boredom???)
The most prominent single—
"Undercover of The Night" is
enjoyable, yet not quite up to the
Rolling Stones standard. The
song deals with the exploitation
and political violence in South
America.
"She Was Hot," Undercover's
first hit single, sounds more like
the Stones' old material. How
ever, it draws controversy for the
reference it makes to a black
woman's sexual preferences.
Instead of getting better, the
rest of the album is even more of
a disappointment. "Pretty Beat
Up," "Too High," and "Wanna
Hold You" have a lot of the

Stones' familiar rhythm, but are
sloppily written and recorded.
"There's a lot of blood on this
one," says Keith Richards. "It's a
very gory album."
Speaking of blood, "Too Much
Blood," on side two of Under
cover, is a talkie about a man who
chops up his girlfriend and then
eats her . . . but then turns around
and proclaims, "I want to dance
. . . and make some love." Well,
to each his own . . .
Alas, to round out the album
the Stones decided to take on a
few more; world problems. "It
Must Be Hell" confronts hunger,
unemployment and illiteracy.
While this is definitely not the
Stones' best album to date, it is
not bad. The Stones reached such
a high musical standard so many
years back that it is hard to be
lieve that any present LP of theirs
could surpass their former excel
lence. If a new band had released
Undercover it would have been
highly appraised. People expect
more from the Stones, knowing
their potential. Although it's

hardly the material you'd expect
from a band that's been together
for 21 years, the Rolling Stones
have nothing to prove—they've
already proved it. Maybe the lure
of CBS's $25 mil will prod them
on to more consistency next time.

Classifieds
PREGNANT? Troubled? Explore
the alternatives to abortion. Free
professional counseling and ser
vices available. San Diego ProLife League 24 Hour Hotline:
583-5433,941-1515.
Friends of Patricia come out right.
Independent support group G.L.U.
S.D. Box83065 S.D. CA92138.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Format, edit and type term
papers, theses, etc. 14 yrs. exp.
College grad. Flo, 450-1868.
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The Compleat Beatles Four-Ever

By Carl Verzani
It was twenty years ago today,
the Beatles came to America to
play, as one can tell by gazing at
the covers of recently issued news
and entertainment magazines. In
commemoration of this nostalgic
event, the biographical movie
"The Compleat Beatles" was re
cently released in movie theaters.
The movie provides interest
ing chronological insight of the
Beatles from their teenage days
under such names as the Quarrymen and the Silver Beetles to
the band's final breakup wihch
closed up the '60's. Narrated by
Malcolm McDowell, star of the
cult film A Clockwork Orange,

the movie progresses in a straight
forward manner, focusing in on
the major events of the group's
career, which were generally
album releases, since the
Beatles never toured as a group
after 1966.
With much of the footage in
black and white, the film takes
the viewer back to relive the
Beatles being besieged by victims
of Beatlemania as the "four lov
ably witty moptops" combined
light lyrics on love with beat
rhythms to create smash after
smash hit singles.
After the mania had subsided a
bit, the Beatles started changing
musical directions first with al-

bums like Rubber Soul and Re
volver and culminating with the
innovative Sgt. Pepper in order to
be taken more seriously as a
meaningful recording group as
opposed to a teeny bopper
phenomenon.
Amidst this change, the band
openly experimented with hallu
cinogenic drugs and were even
temporary followers of the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, a guru who
advocated transcendental medi
tation, during the group's efforts
to find new guidance and inspira
tion for creation. Meanwhile
manager Brian Epstein, who was
largely responsible for promot-

By Ken Atkins

Thomas Nast, Kathe Kollwitz,
Jose Clement Orozco, Honore
Daumier, Joan Miro, Jacob Law
rence, Otto Dix, William Gropper, Reginald Marsh, Gabor
Peterdi, John Sloan, and Fran
cisco Goya. The topics that are
covered by these artists include
politics, social change, and
human rights. A 1620 lithograph
by Jaques Callot, and the Olym
pic 1968 Black Power photo
graph are among those displayed.
Founders Gallery is open for
everybody on weekdays from
12:00 to 5:00 p.m. and on Wed
nesdays from 12:00 to 7:00 p.m.
This particular exhibition will be
available for viewing until March
27th. The next exhibition to be
displayed will be "A Dozen
Seniors," a display of the works
of twelve graduating art majors
from U.S.D., beginning on
April 27th.

Buttons Unlimited
Personalized buttons for
every occasion
NI

. .

Ask for Carlos

N o minimum
quantity needed

294-9369

GO AWAY

S2

WITH

STUDENT
TRAVEL
NETWORK

Airfares • Int'l Student I.D.'s • Tours
LA to LONDON $320/One Way—BUY NOW FOR SUMMER
1551 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH • SUITE 202
692-9213

In one last effort, Abbey Road,
the Beatles released one of their
finest albums. However, it did
foreshadow a group split: the

film mentioned that one side of
the album was for John Lennon's
ideas and the other side was
based on Paul McCartney's in
ventiveness. With that album,
the Beatles closed the doors on a
major chapter in the annals of
music history, as each individual
went on to pursue a solo career.
The film basically shows a two
hour capsule history of the
Beatles and is well organized in its
direction. It is a definite require
ment for any Beatles or rock 'n'
roll fan in general as the film
score interpolates many of the
Beatles' greatest hits.

Album Review

Founders Gallery
Art Exhibition
The art department sponsored
the opening reception for the
new Founders Gallery Art Exhi
bition entitled "The Indignant
Artist" last night from 7 to 9.
The event attracted several stu
dents and staff interested in fields
such as art, history, political sci
ence, and sociology.
"The Indignant Artist" in
cludes visual expression of
artists' protest and social com
ment from the 17th to the 20th
century in the form of prints.
The exhibition was made pos
sible by the hard work of three
talented Art 141 (Exhibition
Design) students. Carolyn
Duque, Kevin Kleis, and Debra
Sanabria all spent many months
designing and installing the art.
The forty-five works in the exhi
bition include original etchings,
lithographs, and photographs by
such artists as William Hogarth,

ing the Beatles in their early days,
died a tragic death in 1967.
Beatle music started to go in
individual directions as each
member pursued his own ideas.
This is Strikingly apparent on
"The White Album." During
this period, recording for the Let
It Be album had to be shelved
because of lack of mutual agree
ment. The tapes for this album
were left for Phil Spector to
rummage through and remix for
a delayed release.

Units: New Way to Move
By Ed de Merlier
Epic Records newest release,
New Way To Move, byTheUnits,
is in many ways a turning point
for the moderately profitable
CBS record subsidiary.
Epic has traditionally pro
duced records that were more for
mainstream pop and FM album
rock. Typical bands which grace
Epic records are Cheap Trick and
Billy Joel. However, The Units, a
New Wave/high tech sounding
band which for the most part

implements synthesizers and
voice, does not seem to be the
type of band that Epic would
pick up.
Units has a sound that can be
described as a synthesis of B52's, Go-Go's, apd particularly
Oingo-Boingo and Devo. Their
repetitive synthesizer riffs and
studio enhanced voice give Units
a polished and exceptionally
clean sound that is appealing
even to hard rock buffs.
Units is composed of 4 musi
cians from England, Scott Ryser,

Rachel Weber, and David and
Jabari Allen, all of which play
synthesizer and sing. The album
contains six tracks, including the
title track, " New Way to Move.''
However, perhaps the best track
on the album is "A girl like you"
which features the voice of
Rachel Weber.
The one setback of the U nits is
that their sound is the type that
will inevitably take the place of
Disco, that is, people will get
tired of it and it will die. But until
that time comes, check em' out.

College Students:
Why Haven'tYou Been Told
These Facts About Getting A Job ?
The Real Truth About
Job Hunting
f you are like most college students,
you will look for a job by sending
out hundreds of resumes to the per
sonnel departments of companies. Yet
studies show that, on the average, for
every 295 resumes you send out, you
will get only 1 interview. Not very
good odds.
Furthermore, other studies indicate
that if you answer help-wanted ads or
go to employment
agencies,
your
chances may be just as slim.
How Should You Look
For A Job?
This question was asked of corpor
ate presidents, vice presidents, market
ing directors, promotion directors,- and
personnel managers of such major com
panies as
Merrill
Lynch,
Halston,
American Banker and many others. It
was also asked of satisfied ex-job hunt
ers. Dozens of answers were expect
ed. Surprisingly,
the overwhelming
majority of these people recommended
one job hunting method in particular.
Yet few college students know
about this method. A random survey
of 380 college students found that
only 28 (7.9%) knew enough
about
this method to use it.
Why You Probably Do Not Know
About This Method
Although
many
people in the
business world are very aware of this
method and use it effectively when
they change jobs, they became aware
of it the hard way: through exper
ience. You probably would too. After
trying different methods of job hunt
ing and finding most of them inade
quate and frustrating, you eventually
would find out about this method.
However, you finally have the chance

I

to learn about this method now.
The Method Preferred By Most
Successful Job Hunters
Based on the information gathered
at these interviews with prominent
corporate executives and successful
job hunters, a useful guidebook has
been prepared to help you. Whether
you are looking for your first job or a
summer job, this guidebook contains
the information and tips that can
make all the difference when you
search for a job.
How To Get The Job You Want: A
Guide For College Students
outlines this job hunting method that
so many successful job hunters recom
mend. It
takes
you
step-by-step
through the facts you need to know to
get the job you want. You are given
easy-to-follow examples and exercises
to help you improve your job hunting
skills at home, including how to be
better at interviewing.
Among the vital points you will
learn about are:
• f o u r Steps to Getting the Job You
Want
+How to Find Out Where the Jobs Are
In the Field You Want to Work In
%What You Should and Should Not
Include on Your Resume
9Three Common, Disastrous Mistakes
To Avoid in Job Interviews
9The Correct Way to Contact Busy
Executives to Ask for Interviews
• Two Steps to Take if You Do Not
Know What Kind of Job You Want

Money-Back Guarantee
You take no risk.
If you do not
.agree that this guidebook can help
you get a job, simply return it within
1 5 days for a full refund.

Free Bonus
If you order by March 1, 1989, you
will receive as a free bonus the pam
phlet "Tips For Successful Interview
ing." It is yours to keep for free
whether or not you keep the guide.
Do Not Delay: This Offer
Will Not Be Repeated
There is no sure-fire, quick way of
getting a job. Be wary of any such
claims. However, according to prom
inent businesspeople and successful
job hunters, the method described in
this guide gives you a better chance
of getting the job you want than any
other method.
Order now to learn
about it at absolutely no risk and to
receive your free bonus.
Send $9.95 to: Wolff Communi
cations Co., Suite B1 1, 75-05 35th
Jack son Hts.^ N.Y. U372_ _
Wolff Communications™^.
Please**
Suite Bll, 75-05 55th Avenue
Jackson Nts., N. Y. 11572

Print!

Please send me my Free Pamphlet "Tips For J
Successful Interviewing" and enter my order
for
copy(s) of "HOW TO GET THE JOB YOb
WANT: A GUIDE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS" at Sb. 95 j
a copy, postpaid. (N. Y. state residents add I
8£% sales tax: bit per copy.)
If 1 em unhappy with the guidebook for
any reason I may return it within 15 days
for «• full refund and may keep my free bonus. |
Amcxnt Enclosed
(
Name
College_

City_
_/W_
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El Salvador Exhibit

It's Not Another Vietnam
By Robert Driscoll
George Orwell was concerned
in preventing a phenomenon,
which in 1984 he calls Newspeak,
from permeating our daily and
political language.
For those unfamiliar with
these Orwellian ideas, and for
those wondering what this has to
do with a photo exhibit, perhaps
a brief explanation is due. Orwell
feared the politician's method of
using words to hide or soften
what is actually being said. It is
one thing to say defoliate, it is
another thing to say "dropping
napalm bombs on forests to kill
the enemy and to lessen the avail
ability of hiding places."
Lately, one hears of El Salva
dor referred to as "another Viet
nam." There are two ways of
observing this statement. One is
its most probable, intended use:
to describe the atrocities of the
war, and our present and pos
sible future involvement in the
war. The second way of observ
ing this is to do so after the term
has been overused and abused.
The many connotations of Viet
nam are negative: US failure,
illicit and explicit drug use, as
well as those aforementioned
atrocities.
This second usage, be it con
scious or unconscious, is the idea
which this photo exhibit (El Sal
vador: Work of Thirty Photo
graphers; January 24, 1984
through March 4, 1984 at the
Photographic Museum, Balboa
Park), attempts to avoid. The
countless news reports, commis
sion reports, and official state
ments (as well as the "Vietnam"
analogy), serve only to distance
us from the country, El Salvador,
and the people. The black-andwhite photographs against the
background of grey and black
walls, explain more clearly the
real story. It is a personal look at
the people and their daily life,
untainted by governmental

euphemisms and journalistic
jargon.
Intermingled with depictions
of a "normal" country—people
laughing, working, relaxing—are
the pictures of the war-torn El
Salvador. Some show the pure
emotion of facial and bodily ges
tures, as with the photo where a
man stands as a shield for a
National Policeman (though
probably not of his own accord).
His hands hang limply at his
sides, and his eyes are closed.
While the policeman crouches
behind him in a defensive posi
tion, this man can only wait for
that one bullet to drive home. No
follow-up photos or explana
tions tell whether he survived
or not.
Most of the photos are the
same: graphic pictures of dead,
mutilated bodies, which do not
explain who did the killing, as a
news article might do; instead,
they focus on the reality of war.
They are not sensationalistic,
simply because they attempt to
recreate the experience of a civil
war, not to exploit a violent
world in order to make blood
thirsty Americans salivate.
In fact, perhaps the most hor
rible picture is the very last one
of the exhibit. On a hillside are
several rows of targets, each with
a silhouette of a man from the
waist up. The preciseness of these
targets, supplied by the US army,
contrasts the previous depictions
of life and death. Their artifici
ality, with "men" seemingly wait
ing to be shot, acts much in the
same way as the phrase "another
Vietnam" does. The clone-like
look of those targets lacks the
humanity and individuality that
is so needed in El Salvador.
All in all, the exhibit is moving
and horribly graphic, yet neces
sary in order to understand that
El Salvador is not just a place on a
map. It is not.

(Left to right) Barry Smith, Joe Jenkins, Jim Briggs, Lane Vallier.

Group Profile

Streetcar Eyes Returns
By Sheri Hirsch
If you happened to be around
the area of Soloman Lecture Hall
late one May afternoon you may
have been greeted by the sounds
of the Streetcar Eyes. The band
made a surprise appearance to
assist Kevin McCord's business
project. The band hid behind a
curtain till the conclusion of his
project and then abruptly
emerged. Not only was the
teacher shocked but Sr. Furay
and Dr. Hughes, too, were caught
off guard by the tunes.
Streetcar Eyes made its initial
"official" appearance at USD on
December 1st 1983 in the Lark.
Due to unanimous student re
quests the band will make an
encore performance this Thurs
day at 10 p.m. in the Lark spon
sored by the AMA.
The Streetcar Eyes are a S.D.
based band that have played in
such locations as the Backdoor

and Aztec Square at SD State
University and the Sheraton Plaza
Hotel. They've recently been play
ing in several nightclubs in the
San Diego and Los Angeles areas.
The band plays a great deal of
today's popular artists such as
the English Beat, Duran Duran,
Elvis Costello, the Romantics
and Joe Jackson.
The band is dynamically or
iginal as they have already pro
duced their own album: "Time
After Time." They are also
scheduled for an MTV music
video which will complete taping
this spring.
Streetcar Eyes was formed in
May of 1983 by former Third
Raile band members, Joe Jen
kins, Lane Vallier and Jim Briggs.
Following the Third Raile break
up the three musicians welcomed
drummer/percussionist Barry
Smith. Smith was selected for his
excellent reputation as one of

San Diego's hottest and most
creative drummers.
Joe Jenkins, on vocals and
guitar, is primarily the band's
major writer of original material.
Lane Vallier, a San Francisco
native, migrated to San Diego to
co-found the Streetcar Eyes. His
bass guitar and vocals form a
solid sound for the band.
Jim Briggs, on sax and vocals,
began his career with several Jazz
concert performances in the
Palm Springs area.
These talented musicians have
leaned away from heavy syn
thesizers and have concentrated
on strong vocals to create a more
defined sound. This is one band
not to miss. In one year they have
become one of the most watched
bands of the San Diego area.
The music is extremely or
iginal and caters to all varieties of
listeners—even Sr. Furay.
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YOUR COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE
AND AIRLINE TICKET OFFICE
INSTANTLY CONFIRMED COMPUTERIZED
AIR. CAR AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS
BOARDING PASSES
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARES* FROM SAN DIEGO TO:
LAX/LONDON charter May/June
2 month EurRail Youthpass
Youth Hostel pass
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370.00
20.00
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SPECIALISTS IN MEXICO AND HAWAII

295-0202

10% Discount
& Lenses

on Frames

No Service Charge
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD
next to Presidio
Free Parking
USD I.D number for check acceptance
Next to Presidio Uquor

Dr. Marvin Weitzman Optometrist"
Located East Of The Sports Arena
3350 Sports Arena Blvd . Suite G
SAN DIEGO 224 2973
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3772 Mission Avenue. Suite A
OCEANSIDE 439-1196
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Black Magic and Voodoo
The original "Voodoo Daddy,"
Loonie Brooks, brewed up a
potion of Cajun, R &. B, and
Chicago Blues last week, and fans
at the Mandolin Wind and the
Belly Up Tavern gobbled it up.
The Louisana-bom Brooks has
been playing guitar professionally
for nearly 30 years now. His early
influences came from FrenchAfrican music known as Cajun
or Zydeco. in the late '50s he
moved to Chicago where he learn
ed from legends like Jimmy Reed
and Sam Cooke. The '60s saw
Brooks' talents develop enough
to start his own band and amass a
frantic following across Europe.
Brooks' career finally received
public recognition when he ap
peared on two Grammy-nomin
ated albums for Chicago's Alliga
tor label.
The band was an instant hit in

San Diego, selling over forty
albums at the Mandolin Wind.
Unfortunately, this is the life of a
Blues band. "Play your guts out
for two hours, take a break to sell
albums and start over again."
Not even America's strongest
Blues label (Alligator) can afford
to promote their bands as much
as they would like to. "Hopefully
a successful tour will end the
used car salesman routine,"
gasped a tired Brooks.

/ nnrtie Broo ks^

With last year's death of Blues
Kingpin, Muddy Waters, Lonnie
Brooks is expected to fill Water's
void. However, Brooks stated
that "no one can fill Muddy's |
shoes and I'm not gonna try."
Instead, Brooks plans to stick to
his own material and contribute
to the Blues revival that critics
feel is inevitable.

OME HOUR SERVICE M*
IflCtUDK:
Contact lenses,
examination, patient
training, follow up,
chemical care Kit
and fitting.
EXTENDED WEAR
LENSES ONLY $265.00

Dr. Robert heller

Dr. Edward Piatt

fashion Valley Center
260 fashion Valley Rd
Suite 550
San Diego, CA 9210C

La Jolla tillage Square
8657 Vi.la La Jolla Dr
Suite 136
San Diego, CA 92037

Piaza Camino Real
2525 CI Camino Real
Suite 165
Carlsbad, CA 92008
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Optometrist
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Lenses
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GRADUATE EDUCATION
STUDENT ASSOCIATION and
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

DRAWING TO BE HELD ON
FEBRUARY 29, 1984
Tickets are available in the school of Educa
tion Office, Room 281, or look for table out
side of Serra Hall during the last week of
February.

HURRY!!

OPEN SATURDAYS
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DONATION NOW!!
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Sigma Pi
Pledges

Sigma Chi Pledges
Culminating a week long of
Rush Activities was the pinning
ceremony of Sigma Chi Alpha's
new Sprit g Pledge Class. In the
solemn setting of the Law
School's Moot Court on Wed
nesday, February 15, 1964, the
22 men entered into the impor
tant period prior to becoming an
active brother—pledgeship.
During this time the pledges will
learn the history, ideals, standards
of Sigma Chi Alpha, and above

all, brotherhood. Members of
the Gamma Hedge Class include:
Bill Borkowski; John Davis;
Phillip D'Annunzio; Darryl
Eaton; John Halec; Tim Harlan;
Erik Hattan; Ed Himmelborg;
Tim Hunt, Bret James; Jim Kelley;
Christopher Kitzman; Greg
Leiter; Kevin Margulis; Pat
Masei; Marc Nasr Brett O'Keefe;
David Paquin; Eric Rinestone;
Charles Watson; Pete Weeger;
Adam Zack.

Sigma Pi would like to
acknowledge the accomplish
ments of sixteen outstanding
undergraduates who are now the
rvew Spring pledges of Epsilon
Chi chapter of Sigma Pi Frater
nity; Adam Reek; BillGetty; Greg
Kraus; Robert Brunig; Bob Salgado; Bob Dickey; Bill Greene;

Pat Wakeman; Scott Canales;
Clyde Farias; Mike 0"ConnelL
Dan McKeon; Chris Rossi; Mike
Wesslin; Rick Holguin; Peter
Wood.
Good luck gentlemen, the
entire fraternity is very proud of
you and behind you.

IF YOU'RE INTO PIZZA, BEER AND BIG MACS
YOU'RE PROBABLY OUT OF SHAPE
If this is your lifestyle, you're more
than likely carrying around the
"FRESHMAN 10."

13

Zeta
News
Zeta Tau Alpha is proud to
officially announce the addition
of 14 new members to their
chapter. The new initiates are:
Beth Badders, Sharon Brooks,
Liz Hay, Julie Maloy, Maureem
McDonald, Bonnie Plant, Michele
Raya, Shirley-Ann Reid, Jill
Richardson, Colleen Riffel, Gina
Sparks, Tern Walters, and Eliza
beth White. The girls went
through the official initiation
ceremony last Friday night with
ill the active members. The cere
mony marks the end of their
pledgeship and the start erf their
active membership. Liz Hay re
ceived the honor of being the
pledge with the highest grade
point average and Melissa Mit
chell was voted "Best pledge."

Classifieds

10 extra pounds of fat!
...and no body wants that.

We wired 80,000 volts to the
phone. We reverse the charges if
you talk dirty on Talkback with
Jerry Galvin, San Diego's nation
wide call-in comedy talkshow this
Sunday at 6:00 p.m. on KPBS,
89.5 (Hi CPF)

So you're beginning to look like a ham
burger! Now is the time to start your phys
ical fitness program at Jack LaLanne's And
we've made it real easy on your budget

SPECIAL STUDENT
DISCOUNT

So Join today.
$99. for one full year.
That's 66% off the regular
price! Must be 18 or older

99.

Just
for one full year membership
Regular exercise and good diet helps you lose weight
and feel good. Nautilus in many locations. Aerobics to
music, free weights, swimming pools, steam, whirlpools
and saunas, dressing rooms with private lockers, and
cosmetic makeup consultation are just some of the
amenities available to you at Jack LaLanne's.

STUDENT DISCOUNT DAY
every Wednesday. 30% off entire
purchase. Must have student ID
to qualify. Thrift Village, 7011
Linda Vista Rd., 750 12th St.,
7875 Broadway,-Lemon Grbve,
300 W. Main,'El Cajon.
SCHWINN VARSITY, MENS
10 SPEED, $65 REAL CLEAN.
THREE SPEED COLUMBIA
CRUISER, 26' MENS $25.
CALL 295-9604 or walk over to
San Rafael Arcangel #R210.

look at
me now

W ANTED: Part time cook .Incl
udes light bartending responsibil
ities. Call Bill or Trisha at the
Silver Spigot. 276-1030

OUR ANAHEIM, CLAIREMONT. AND WEST COVINA HEALTH
AND RACQUET CLUBS NOW FEATURE RACOUETBALLI
I At slight additional 1 • .»ge

Jack LaLanne's European Health Spas.
Chula Vista—426-4922
239 3rd Avenue

East San Diego—583-7622
5385 El Cajon Blvd.

Clairemont—276-6070
3040 Clairemont Drive

North Park—298-9925
2200 University

B Cajon—579-812?
733 Broadway

Cther prices prevail at
American Health and Fitness Spas.

Jack LaLarme* European Health Spas.

SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

FILL OUT THIS COUPON TODAY.

Make checks payable to Jack LaLanne 's
Enclosed find check/money order for.

TAKE IT TO THE SPA OF YOUR CHOICE.

$99. for one full year.

Name
Address

Home Phone

City

State

Zip

For spouse information, contact the spa nearest you. For further information
call 2I3/86I-0708. In San Diego call 619/276-9233.

Typing — $1.25 per page!
Call ANIMUS TYPING
298-3553
Ask for Greg
WANTED; Success-oriented, selfmotivated individual to work 2-4
hours per week placing and filling
posters on campus. Earn $500plus each school year. 1-800-243679.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Quick
and convenient.Only $1 per page.
Contact Sheri, Ext. 4716 or
565-7450.
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL
MAJORS. Highly responsible posi
tions for college seniors and gradu
ates (through age 34) in financial
and logistic support. The Navy
Supply Corps needs highly quali
fied, dynamic individuals to lead
and manage large inventory and
financial networks. Salary $18,500
to start, $34,000 after 4 years.
Excellent benefits package. Need
BA/BS, U.S. citizenship. Call
Naval Management Programs,
293-6746, Mon.-Wed., 8 a.m.4 p.m.
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A Rat's Life

Professor Runs
For Congress
Continued from page 1
reaching from Del Mar to Point
Loma and including Pacific and
Ocean beaches, Miramar,
Rancho San Bernardo, Tierra
Santa, Morena, San Granville,
Clairemont, Hillcrest, and part
of Linda Vista. According to the
San Diego County Registrar of
Voters, the district has 136,715
registered Republican voters.

130,598 Democrats, 4,944 Amer
ican Independents, 2,043 Liber
tarians, 928 Peace and Freedom
Party members, 42,834 non
partisans, and 650 voters regis
tered for several remaining par
ties. The area contains Miramar
Naval Air Station, a gigantic
Navy and Marine air base, and
several other military facilities.

By Michelle Millard
Gung Hay Fat Choy! That's
"happy greetings and may you
gather wealth," if you speak Chi
nese . And if you areChinese, you
know that this festival is the most
important of all. Unlike our New
Year's celebration, the Chinese
date is fixed traditionally accord
ing to their lunar calendar. It is
the second new moon after the
winter solstice, thus each year it
falls somewhere between January
21 and February 19.
This past weekend, the Chi
nese Social Service Center cele
brated 1984, the year of the rat
(traditionally, each Chinese year
is popularly represented by one
of the twelve animals of the Chi
nese zodiac). The center spon
sored the annual Food and Cul
tural Fair, which was held inside
the Community Concourse Cen
ter, located at 2nd and 'C' street
in downtown San Diego.
The event began at 10:00 a.m.,
with a full lineup of booths
and entertainment: the famous
Chung Hwa Lucky Lion dancers;
a fashion show; a Chinese martial
arts display; a cooking show (on
the fine art of noodle making);
chopstick dancing; and even the
Mira Mesa Breakers (don't ask
me what they were doing there).

For the Younger Set
By Michael Hall
The City of San Diego has
many well-publicized hot spots
for weekend fun, but unfortun
ately for some the vast majority
of them are for people over the
age of 21. To try and alleviate this
problem for those under this
legal age, several young adult
nightclubs have opened up
around the county in the last
couple of years, catering to the
17-21 year old crowd.
One such establishment
opened its doors on August 21st
of last year in the city of Escondido, twenty minutes north of
USD. Its name is "Escondido
After Dark," and it has high
hopes of becoming the hottest
spot for young adults in San
Diego County. This particular
dance place is family owned and
operated. Stoney Mitich, son of
the owner, is also the manager.
He is also 19 years old.
Stoney seems to be a driving
force in the success of Escondido
After Dark. He exudes confi
dence and enthusiasm as he di
rects the various goings on at the
club. He is young, and he believes
that this helps keep him in touch
with the clientele. "To be a suc
cess, you have to keep on top of
the trends, listen to the kids, and
••ead the charts. We have done
that here." Judging by the

amount of people crowding the
dance floor on any given Satur
day night, he is probably right.
Escondido is a relatively small
community, and it boasts two
young adult nightclubs. One of
these had been open for nearly
four years when "After Dark"
opened. Why open a second?
"The kids needed something dif
ferent," replied Stoney. "They
needed class, a first-class place.
And you can see it in the type of
people we draw here." It is esti
mated that more than a few come
from as far away as Hollywood to
enjoy it.
To turn an old pizza parlor into
a "first-class place" was certainly
an ambitious undertaking.
Murals depicting such stars as
Marilyn Monroe cover the walls,
and an elevated DJ booth now
presides over the dance floor
where once a pizza oven stood.
The dance floor itself is made of a
special plexiglass material, which
makes it perfect for such things
as "break dancing." As one
might expect, this was an expen
sive undertaking as well. It took
nearly $500,000 to outfit it into
its present condition, and they
are not done yet. Part of their
success can be attributed to the
fact that they are always adding
something new, such as video
equipment and a large screen

monitor.
Another addition which Escon
dido After Dark has seen work
particularly well is the featuring
of live bands. Says Stoney, "We
don't like to hire many local
bands. We like those with some
national exposure, such as 'The
Busboys' and 'The Romantics,'
whom we hope to get for this
coming Easter."
Everything is not always rosy
in the business of dealing with
the 17-21 age group, however. A
major problem can arise in secur
ity or the lack thereof. To ensure
a placid environment, five house
security guards are employed,
taken from the ranks of those
who have worked as security
agents in the public school sys
tem. "They know how to deal
with young people, and how to
treat the customer right."
When asked why the manage
ment here, and therefore the es
tablishment itself, is better than
any other place for young adults,
Stoney Mitich characteristically
replies, "Age. Agression. And
energy. More,
more, more!
We're always adding, and we'll
continue to add, because that's
what people have come to expect
of us!"
Escondido After Dark is lo
cated 20 minutes north off 1-15
at 1981 East Valley Parkway, in
the city of Escondido.

The mandatory one dollar "dona
tion" made this a real cultural
bargain.
Even at 10:30 a.m., the place
was jammed. I had expected to
see only Chinese people, but was
pleasantly surprised at the fairly
even ratio between Caucasians
and Orientals. Last year the fair
was reputed to have attracted a
crowd of 10,000, and by the
looks of things, it was just as suc
cessful this year. When I ques
tioned one woman about why
she had come to the festival, she
said she came every year because
she "loved the colorful atmos
phere," but later admitted that
the delicious food was the main
attraction.
With no Chinatown in San
Diego, it is often difficult to find
authentic Chinese cuisine at a
reasonable price. Here, Chinese
food enthusiasts, or those with
more adventuresome palates,
had a chance to sample such
exotic delicacies as: dim sum, egg
rolls, Chinese style chicken salad,
sweet and sour pork, fish cake,
and of course the traditional for
tune cookie. All of these items
could be bought for about 504,
but you did have to wait in some
long lines.
The food was supplied by
several different restaurants such
as China Camp, Mandarin China,
and the Royal Peking. It was
authentic-tasting, but it defin
itely had been made up in ad

vance, as most of it lacked the
tell-tale signs of freshness.
Not only was there a lot to
occupy food connoisseurs, but
there was a "free" drawing for a
trip to Hong Kong or Hawaii (of
course one had to make another
mandatory donation of $2.00).
There was also a booth for the
Asian American Acupuncture
University (I skipped that one).
And for the more curious indi
vidual, there was a Chinese for
tune teller. I went up to try to
hear what the fortune teller was
revealing to a customer, but my
roommate, whom I dragged
along, said it was rude to listen in.
So, I moved on to the vendors
selling handmade imported
dresses, but I wasn't about to
become a USD trend setter.
There were some other unusual
imported items, and even an offi
cial "Year of the Rat" T-shirt (I
bet you've got someone you'd
like to give one of those to).

By the time I departed, the hall
was full of people. The fair
seemed to be enjoyed by all. Not
only was it profitable for the res
taurants and merchants who par
ticipated, but it was also respon
sible for introducing many San
Diegans to the Chinese culture
and traditions of the New Year.
Where else but in America, can a
culture suAessfully assimilate it
self while also retaining its own
unique ethnicity?

Pacific
Dental
Care
Craig Bowles, DMD
Welcome to our office located at
6110 Friars Road at Via Los Cumbres
Evening Appointments
and
Nitrous Oxide Available

Please Call 299-0171
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Bishop's Nuclear Statement
By Robert Driscoll
On Thursday, February 16, at
7:30 p.m., the Thomas More
Society held a discussion on the
US Bishops' pastoral letter on
nuclear war. In spite of limited
publicity for the event, a crowd
of approximately thirty people
assembled in the Serra Hall
Faculty Lounge to listen to James
F. Stiven explain the impetus and
the contents of this letter.
Stiven, a" lawyer in the San
Diego area, took interest in the
letter because of his associations
with the Diocesan Peace and Jus
tice Commission. He is very ac
tive in the Catholic Church,
being among other thingsan extra
ordinary minister. He presented
the basic text of the letter (titled

weapions are involved.
The Bishops first considered
the basic tenets of the theory:
1. A war is just only for de
fense purposes.
2. War activities must be
directed against military forces
only; no innocent citizens can be
involved.
3. The use of force must be
proportionate to the force which
the enemy uses.
These conditions must be met
in order for a war to be morally
acceptable.
The Bishops then considered
the possible use of nuclear arms,
applying the above theory ro
their usage. Because of the first
and third principles of the
theory, a first strike would be
unacceptable. Retaliation with
nuclear weapons would also be
unacceptable because innocent
citizens would probably be in
jured or killed.
A limited war (a combination
of both nuclear arms and con
That includes both Northern ventional weapons), is also con
Ireland, which is a part of Great sidered unacceptable, as well as
Britain, and the Republic of impractical and unreal. Innocent
Ireland. The athletes will march citizens might still be affected,
under the Irish Olympic banner and it would probably lead to
instead of a national flag at further retaliation, escalation,
opening day ceremonies in Los and finally global destruction.
All things considered, the US
Angeles.
In talking with various stu Catholic Bishops indicate that
dents, some stated that they were there are no circumstances under
going to come down to try to visit which a nuclear war would be
with the athletes. Jim Bertrand, acceptable.
The letter challenges us, as
who spent his high school years
in Ireland, stated that "I'm look Catholics and as US citizens, to
ing forward to seeing and givnig say that the possession of nuclear
them words of encouragement." arms and the consideration of
I'm sure that the athletes will nuclear war as a possibility are
immoral. Instead, the Bishops
appreciate any support the stu
encourage all negotiations which
dents can give them.
might lead to a freeze and/or
If you are living in the Old bilateral elimination of nuclear
Mission right now, I'd suggest arms. They hope to avoid the
writing little notes to the athletes spread of nuclear arms to current
who might be staying in your non-nuclear countries. They also
room. If you're clever you can add that the US government
hide them where the athletes will should strive towards social jus
find them and your R.A. won't. tice in the Third World, Finally,
Maybe with a little Irish luck, one they ask that the US Catholic
of the athletes may read your communities should pray for
inspiring message.
pieace and disarmament.
"The Challenge of Peace"), in a
clear and concise manner, and
then left the rest of the meeting
open for discussion.
The genesis of this letter began
as far back as the Second Vatican
Council. The Council held that
the Church must take part in all
world issues today. The letter
itself, which was written solely
by the US Catholic Bishops, was
first drafted in 1981 and com
pleted in May of 1983.
In the letter, the Bishops are
concerned with the questionable
morality of nuclear war. They
concluded that war can be mor
ally justified in certain circum
stances, according to the Just
War-Theory; there are, however,
limits, especially when nuclear

Olympic Team to
Stay On Campus
By Carl Stewart
The Irish Olympic team will be
staying on campus from July
15th tojuly-23rd. Sixty members
of the Irish team will be housed
in the Old Missions. Desmond
O'Sullivan, president of the Irish
Olympic Committee, toured the
campus and was "very favorably
impressed," according to Chuck
Fox, first vice president of the
Irish Congress of Southern
California.
The athletes will be paying the
standard fee of $26 per person
per double occupancy and $34
pier person per single occupancy
for both room and board. Rick
Hagan, the housing director at
U.S„D., stated that "We've been
looked at by several interested
parties in regard to housing the
athletes from the various coun
tries. The reason more countries
aren't housing their teams here is
due to the lack of training facili
ties. We have various organiza
tions use the facilities here each
year, and we don't have the
capacity for both the Olympic
athletes and our annual groups."
The athletes will be training in
San Diego in order to acclimate
themselves to the beautiful
Southern California weather.
The track and field athletes will
be using San Diego State Univer
sity's facilities for their training.
Other training facilities that the
athletes will be using are the
police pistol range, the Mission
Bay Aquatic Center, and the San
Diego Velodrome located in Bal
boa Park. The'one Olympic event
that will be held in San Diego is
the equestrian contest. It will be
held at Fairbanks Ranch in North
County on August 1st. Tickets
are still available for a price
of $20.
The Irish Olympic team is dif
ferent in that it represents all of
the 32 counties of the island.
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ROBERTS
Exclusive VW*BMW* AU DI*914 Service
German Car Specialist
All work fully guaranteed • Factory-trained Mechanic
Mon.-Fri. 8 am - 5:30 pm; Sat. 8 am - 5 pm.
(619)454-7823
4630 Mission Bay Drive
(619) 454-3705
(|-5 to Balboa Exit)
(619) 275-1132
San Diego, CA 92109

USD Special
4 cyl Tune-Up
6 cyl Tune-Up

$45
$65

i N o t valid with any othercoupon)

10% OFF
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J

on all other repairs |
(except for. Motor and
I
Transmission Overhaul) I
(Not valid with any othercoupon) J

With This Coupon
j
With This Coupon |
•mm
Expires March 1, 1984
——J

Student Vies
For City Council
Del Mar, California — Scott
Barnett, a twenty-one year old
political science major from the
University of San Diego is run
ning for a seat on the Del Mar city
council. In a field of seven candi
dates, Barnett views his chances
of being elected as very good.
Initially, in the campaign, Bar
nett considered his age to be his
biggest handicap. As the Barnett
campaign has progressed he has
found his age not to be a factor.
Barnett's middle of the road posi
tion is-widely supported by the
affluent voting population. The
biggest support Barnett receives
comes from Senior citizens, in
deed, Barnett does not expect
much support from his own
peers. According to Barnett only
11 percent of the eligible stu
dents vote in a given election.
However, students who volun
teer to work on the Barnett cam
paign will gain invaluable expe
rience that can be translated into
State and federal campaigns.
The biggest handicap facing
Scott Barnett's quest for the City
Council is a lack of funding and
volunteers, not necessarily expe
rience. He has not missed a city
council meeting in over a year,
which is a better record than any
of the incumbants. Barnett has
also served on the Del Mar Traffic commission, as it has search
for a solution to the increasing
traffic problem.
Barnett sees the biggest (long
term) problem facing Del Mar as
traffic control. With the comple
tion of the North City East com

plex (a housing tract to be built
east of 1-5) Del Mar's traffic
problem will sky rocket. Plans
are for an" estimated 40,000
homes to be built, all with fami
lies who will want access to the
beaches of Del Mar. The answer
to this impending problem lies in
what Barnett calls "Traffic man
agement," utilizing time traffic
signals. Yet the cost of such sig
nals are high, and tiny Del Mar
will not be able to afford such
highway improvements without
federal grants. Barnett stated that
the likelihood of Del Mar getting
such grants is slim until someone
is killed at an intersection.
Another issue facing the sleepy
city of some 3,800 residents is
beach preservation and access.
The errosion of the sand along
the coast at Del Mar has led to
severe damage to private homes
and businesses. Barnett has no
clear answer for this problem,
but he recognizes that the answer
will be rooted in money. Other
problems facing Del Mar will
stretch the city's tiny budget to
its limits and other sources must
be sought out.
Scott Barnett's campaign ef
fort is a full time activity. He is
attempting to persuade one thou
sand voters to select him a new
Council Man. In Del Mar a can
didate needs only 800 (mini
mum) votes to be elected. The
last election held in Del Mar was
determined by three votes, a
major reason why Barnett feels
he has a realistic chance of winn
ing.

SILVER SPIGOT
2221 MORENA BLVD.
(next to City Chev.)
says,
tt

THANK YOU 9 9

To everyone who made last
Thursday so much FUN—
DON'T MISS THIS THURSDAY
Rum & Coke
Shooters
V2 Liters of Margueritas
Pitcher of Beer

500
750
$1.00

$1.50

plus other specials, raffles and
plenty of good times!
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Living Room
Of The Campus
The next major development
project which USD will under
take is that of University Center.
It will occupy approximately
70,000 square feet on the prop
erty east of DeSales Hall (the
DeSales parking lot). The com
plex will cost $9 million to con
struct and to furnish.
The multi-purpose University
Center will be a two-level struc
ture in the 16th Century Spanish
Renaissance style as the rest of
the campus. Its basic idea is that
of a traditional "Commons." A
place where students and faculty
can meet on common ground in a
relaxed and comfortable atmos
phere.
The Center will have several
food areas. There will be a Main
Dining Room (moved from
Camino) which will have a view
of Mission Bay. The Faculty and
Staff Dining Room (presently in
DeSales) will be separate. There
will also be a deli, a grille (as
Lorna's), and an ice cream par
lor.
Many of the facilities presently
in Serra Hall will be moved to the
new Center. These will be: the
Student Affairs offices, the ASB
offices, the gameroom, and Stu
dent and Graduate Publications
offices.
With the moving of some of
the facilities which are already in
various locations on campus, to
University Center, approxi
mately 25,000 square feet will be
available for more classrooms,
labs, and faculty offices.
The Center will have a variety
of areas. There will be a Student
Organization Center with a recep
tion desk. Here each club can
have a meeting place. It will have
movable modular cubicles in
order to easily adjust the space
for the number of active clubs.

Temporary
Library
Schedule

If all goes as planned, the Cop
ley Library will be closed from
Friday, February 24, at noon,
through Monday, February 27,
in order to make the final prepa
rations for the new addition. Ac
cording to Mrs. Holleman, the
University Librarian, these three
and a half days are necessary for
not only moving the literature
and other reading material, but
also for renovating the older sec
tion of the library. She stresses
that only authorized persor^l
will be allowed in the library at
that time.
Beginning Tuesday, February
28, tours of the library will be
given. They will begin at 8:30
a.m. and run every half hour,
through 12:00 p.m. At 1:00 p.m.
the library shall open to the stu
dents.
It must be noted that these
times are subject to change, if
delays occur. The schedule will
be posted on the library door for
the students convenience.

There will be conference rooms
and a sundries stores. Also in the
Center will be a large Multi
purpose Program Room. Here
dances will be held, films shown,
and Cultural Art activities held.
It will contain movable furniture
for better mobility and use of the
room.
A large part of the Center will
be oriented toward Commuter
students. There will be an open
lounge, a study lounge, a music
listening center, a typing room,
The University Center will
and several meeting rooms.
"While the academic facilities
of the campus are effectively
meeting the educational require
ments of USD's students," Pres
ident Hughes commented, "the
University Center is needed for
In a final Senate decision the
their spiritual, psychological, cul
tural, and social development." USD basketball cheerleaders
were awarded $850 enabling
Tom Cosgrove of Student Af
them to leave for San Francisco
fairs said that University Center
would be like "the living room of as planned earlier this season.
Senate members were surpris
the campus" and that the facility
would bring the campus closer ingly swayed to the cheerleaders
sides as the pom pom girls
together.
The idea of this complex began claimed they "represent the en
tire student body." The nine girls
about ten years ago. Serious con
sideration and studying of the were promised this trip early in
the season before budget cuts
plan began about two years ago.
halted such plans. On the Febru
Many of the ideas for the Center
came from the students. Over the ary second Senate meeting mem
years, many students were asked bers agreed the trip for the 9
for input on 'what their needs cheerleaders was rather an unne
cessary expense for the ASB.
were'.
There is presently $3.25 mil Many Senate members were un
lion pledged towards its construc aware that the trip is stipulated in
the opening cheerleader fact
tion. The remaining $5.75 mil
lion needed is still trying to be sheet and that cancelling the
raised. There is still six months of funds for the guaranteed excur
work left to be done on the inside sion was a bit unfair at such a late
notice. The cheerleaders were un
planning. The large problem of
parking is still being worked on. fortunately unavailable at the
Feb 2nd meeting to defend them
The University hopes to begin
construction by January 1985, selves and explain the entire situa
but that all depends on when the tion.
One of the major arguments
remaining amount of money is
against the funding of the cheeracquired.

6l££i»eeiie
be located where the DeSales parking lot is currently located.

Pom Pom Girls Sway Senate

THE WORLD IJLYQUR CAMPUS

leaders arose from Sec. ofJustice,
John Tenuta. He felt that the
expense was a bit exhorbitant for
the amusement of nine USD
members. The money could be
put to far better uses that would
fully benefit the entire student
body.
Among the many rallyers for
the cheerleaders included Secre
tary of Athletics Jon Pace. He
defended the cheerleaders posi
tion from the onset of the discus
sion creating a great deal of sym
pathy for the angered women.
USD is faced with a unique
situation in regards to the fund
ing of cheerleaders traveling ex
penses. In most major universi
ties the athletic program pro
vides the funding for cheerleader
expenses. USD ASB unfortunate
ly is forced to subsume the bas
ketball travelling expenses. It is
apparent that the athletic depart
ment should finance the cheer
leaders travel expenses rather
than utilize precious student fees
for this purpose. It was agreed
that this year's cheerleaders

should not be made to suffer the
inadequacies of USD's athletic
budget.

Pi Kap
Pledges
Pinned

The Brothers of Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternity are pleased to
announce the addition of eight
men to the California Phi Delta
Chapter. In a pinning ceremony
which took place last Saturday
evening, the new associate mem
bers began a period of training
which educates them in the areas
of brotherhood, history, ideals,
goals, and standards of the chap
ter. The new pledges include Paul
Briggs, Eric Huff, Chris Lange,
Eric Lofgren, Ray Martin, Steve
Pentelei-Molnar, Ken Richards,
and Steve Verde. We hope that
the USD community will con
gratulate these men and support
them in their endeavors. CON
GRATULATIONS MEN!
YOU 'RE THE BEST
AROUND.

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE
TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S

LSAT/GMAT

-CM

PREPARATION

AROUND THE WORLD:
Seattle • Kobe, Japan • Pusan, Korea
• Keelung, Taiwan • Hong Kong •
Jakarta, Indonesia • Colombo, Sri Lanka
• Bombay, India • Haifa, Israel or Istanbul,
Turkey • Alexandria, Egypt • Piraeus, Greece
• Cadi/, Spain • Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned. 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
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>-ee (800) 854-0195 (in California call
Quadrangle.
(714) 771-65659
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COURSES

• Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
• Group and individual counseling.
• Extensive classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.
• Audio tape reinforcement.

Information in Serra Hall 318

• San Diego course:

also offered in Los Angeles

and San Francisco.

Call toll-free (800) 223-2618
in San Diego area call: (619) 293-4579
For a free brochure: LSAT/GMAT Preparation Courses
University of San Diego, Serra Hall 318. San Diego
CA 92110
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Sports
Toreros Stop
USIU In OT
Since concluding a recordbreaker homestand that saw the
Toreras win four of five games,
the University of San Diego
women's basketball team opened
a season-ending two-game roadtrip, defeating U.S. International
for the sixth consecutive time,
winning in overtime, 82-78, at
Mira Mesa High School.
Saturday night, USD (14-13)
will travel to meet UC Santa Bar
bara in the regular season finale,
all but assured of their first win
ning season since joining Div
ision I in 1980.
The Gauchos have won just
two games in 26 outings this sea
son, as USD won an earlier meet
ing, building-up a 30-point lead
en route to a 72-57 victory.
In last Monday night's win
over USIU, the Toreras came
back from a seven-point deficit
to force the overtime, then shot
75% from the floor to gain their
school-record 14th victory.
Debbie Theroux and Michelle
Dykstra paced five USD players
in double figures with 15 points
each. Theroux also added 17
rebounds, a Division I school
record.
According to Torera head
coach Kathy Marpe, some excep
tional defensive performances
were the key to get USD back
into the game down the stretch.
"Bambi Bruning came in and
really sparked the team," said
Marpe. "She may not be spec
tacular, but she made things hap
pen."
Bruning, a junior from El
Cajon, recorded a steal, won a
jump ball, and hauled two key
rebounds in the final three min
utes of regulation, as USD outscored the Gulls 17-10 to force
the extra period.
Lori Morris equaled a team
season high with eight steals,
while Theroux held USIU center
Toya DeCree in check, picking
off two of her passes for Torera
fast-break baskets late in the con
test.
USIU guard Jamie Glassford,
the school's all-time leading
scorer, led both teams with 18
points, but it was the shots that
she missed and frustration that
aided the USD cause.
The senior, nationally ranked
in foul shooting, went 0-for-3 at
the line, while a technical foul
against the Gulls' team captain
led to a USD three-point play
togive the Toreras the lead, 70-.
69, with 1:28 left.
Bradley added another free
throw, but DeCree hit a fourfooter with 14 seconds remain
ing to send the game into over
time.
Gull forward Daisy Mendes,
held to ten points in regulation,
busted loose in overtime, scoring

all of USIU's seven points.
With USD in front, 76-75, the
Brazilian international scored a
three-point play after being foul
ed by USD's Sue Hampton with
2:09 remaining. However, the
Gulls would not score again.
Hampton redeemed herself by
assisting on Mary Stanbra's goahead basket, a 15-foot baseline
shot with 51 seconds left, then
made both ends of a one-and-one
(Hampton went 7-of-7 at the
line) to seal the triumph.
Hampton went to the line after
rebounding a Glassford shot that
was rejected by Theroux. Glass
ford fouled out on the play, eras
ing the Gulls final offensive
threat.
In other USD action from last
week, the Toreras split contests
with the front-runners from the
Pacific Coast Athletic Associa
tion. On Thursday (Feb. 16),
USD rallied to down UC Irvine,
63-58, but then fell to NevadaLas Vegas on Friday (Feb. 17),
73-52.

Ramos Leads Netters At Tourney
Sophomore Alejandro Ramos
used an assortment of slices and
spins, speed and touch to earn a
spot in the finals of the #3-4 Div
ision of the 11 th Annual San
Diego Intercollegiate Tennis Tour
nament.
Ramos' performance was a
highlite in his burgeoning college
career at USD. Last year, as a
freshman, he led the Toreros in
overall winning percentage, play
ing mostly at #4 singles and #2
doubles. This year he is presently
playing #3 singles and #1 dou
bles. How much better is Alejan
dro in '84 than he was in '83?
" Ali started his freshman year
a little slowly," answered Coach
Ed Collins. "His family had re
cently moved from Mexico City
(to Tijuana), in which case he
had to adjust to our fast courts."
"I was used to the slower clay
courts and I liked to play from
the backcourt," explained Ale
jandro. "Now I am coming to the
net more."
And it's made a significant dif
ference in his game. To date, Ale

World's Largest Waterfront
Here In Our Backyard

jandro is 8 and 3 in dual match
singles play, and in the tourna
ment he defeated UC Irvine's
Neil Amor 3-6, 6-4, 6-2; ASU's
Stan Perry 6-0,6-2; Scott Booth
of Long Beach St. 6-2, 6-2; and
Chapman's Terrel Davis 7-5, 62. In the finals Alejandro was
stopped by David Livingston of
UCLA.
" I think Alejandro has reached
a higher level of play," said Col
lins. "His aggressive style is mak
ing effective use of his volleying
skills and quickness."
Alejandro and his teammates
all performed well in the singles
events. All six won first round
matches in the prestigious 16team tournament. The Toreros
accumulated 22 points, which
earned them a 6th place finish.
Final

team standings:

UCLA 56, Cal State Long Beach
42, Pepperdine and UC Irvine
30.SDSU 27.USD22, BYU 20,
Cal Poly SLO and Arizona State
16, Chapman 15, UC Santa Bar
bara 11, UCSD 9, Redlands and

Cal State Fullerton 7, Cal State
Bakersfield 4 and USIU 3.
Individual Results:

McNamee (USD) df. Alex
(Chapman) 6-3/6-4, lost to
Nagel (Pepperdine) 6-3/7-6;
Desilets (USD) df. Jones 3-6/63/7-5, lost to McClintic 4-6/63/6-2; Patridge (USD) df. Zim
merman (SDSU) 6-4/6-1, lost
to Livingston 6-2/6-3; Ramos
df. Amor (UCI) 3-6/6-4/6-2,
def. Perry (ASU) 6-0/6-2, df.
Booth 6-2/6-2, def. Davis(Chapman) 7-5/6-2, lost to Livingston
6-4/6-U Luters (USD) df. Bubnack (Redlands) 6-3/6-2, def.
Gates (UCSD) 6-2/7-6, lost to
Greenwood (UCLA) 6-1/6-4;
Bradley (USD) def. Alle(UCSB)
6-3/7-5, lost to Kellogg (SDSU)
6-3/7-5.
Ramos and Luters lost to Pugh
and Livingston (UCLA) 6-2/64; Desilets and McNamee lost to
Booth-Cluse (Long Beach) 6-3/
6-3; Bradley-Young def. RoweFrederick (Redlands) 7-6/6-1,
lost to Rifenback-LaFranchi 7-5,
6-2.

USD Sinks Mills
By Sharon Stegmuller

By Amy Gibbons

Summer is fast approaching.
Why not take advantage of an
inexpensive, fun opportunity to
learn one of several waterfront,
leisure activities? Utilize the next
several months to master the
skills of sailing, surfing, wind
surfing, or kayaking.
"Surfing is fun." says Norman
Bates of South Mission Beach.
Mission Bay Aquatic Center is
the world's largest instructional,
waterfront facility. It was design
ed for the use of students and
faculty of all San Diego colleges
and universities. USD students
and faculty are eligible to partici
pate.
"I've really improved my sail
ing skills" says USD student
Sheri Hirsch. "I now have more
confidence in my Hobie racing
techniques." Hirsch participated
in the Hobie racing clinic in
November.
"The equipment is high qual
ity. It is well cared for," remark
ed Christina Wheeless, a graduat
ing senior. She completed the
windsurfing class and is now an
active enthusiast flying to Hawaii
often.
There are a wide variety of
courses at the center:
KAYAKING-basic whitewater
&. surf, surf kayaking clinic
ROWING-basic sweep, ad
vanced, advanced clinic
SAILING-basic, advanced,
hobie clinic, keel boat
SCUBA DIVING-basic,
advanced
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SURFING-basic, clinic
WATER SKIING-multi level, ad
vanced, competition clinic, bare
foot
WINDSURFING-basic, ad
vanced, clinic
The aquatic center recreation
al equipment program offers the
use of sailboats, kayaks, wave
skis, surfboards, rowing wherrys, singles, shells, sailboards,
and recreational waterskiing
equipment. The great facilities
and beautiful surroundings make
this opportunity a unique aqua
tic experience.
The equipment is all of the
highest quality. Included for
checkout are: lasers, sabots,
omega's, hobies and kayaks to
name just a few. Support equip
ment such as wet suits are availa
ble for rent at a small fee.
There are additional advant
ages of participating at the center.
If you are interested in meeting
people, there are always many
students. The atmosphere is
friendly and informal
The center is located in the
heart of Mission Beach. After
class, take advantage of the var
ied activities the boardwalk pro
vides. Included in the activities
are: volleyball, skating, biking,
surfing or even relaxing in the
sun.
The Mission Bay Aquatic Cen
ter is now accepting registration
for the Spring session which beg
ins March 6.

The USD Women's swim
team drowned Mills College with
a score of 102-16 on Saturday,
February 18, at the USD Sports
Center.
In the first event of the meet,
the 200 medley relay, Kathryn
Krueger (backstroke), Rosann
Cavallaro (breaststroke),
Carolyn Quinn (butterfly), and
Shelly McAdoo (freestyle) plac
ed first with a time of 2:03.96 to
put the team oh the winning
track.
Jacque Pinch swan to a lifetime
best in the 1000 freestyle. Her
time was 12:23.21.
The efforts of Jan Hollahan in
the 200 freestyle earned her a
season best time of 2:03.76.
Michelle Riffle placed second in
this event behind Hollahan with
time of 2:22.16
The Toreras placed first,
second, and third in the 100
backstroke with Kathryn
Krueger (1:05.33), Stacey DeGooyer (1:05,49), and Laurie
Birney (1:07.06).
Again the Toreros captured
the top three positions in the 100
breaststroke with Rosann Cavallero (1:16.35), Michelle Riffle
(1:22.40), and Carolyn Quinn
(1:25.03), respectively.
Amy Thornberry's time of
2:23.73 in the 200 butterfly
brought her first place. Thornberry also placed first in the 200
backstroke (2:31.86).
First and second places were
won by Laurie Birney (:25.84)

and Laurie Maddock (:26.65)
respectively in the 50 freestyle.
Mills college lost out again in
the 100 freestyle when Shelly
McAdoo (:57.56) captured first
place and Laurie Maddock
(1:00.17) took second.
Jacque Pinch and Rosann Ca
vallaro placed first and second in
the 200 breaststroke.
Mills.college had no chance for
top positions in the 500 freestyle
as Kathryn Krueger placed first
in 6:06.62 and Michelle Riffle
took second place in 6:31.41.
Stacey DeGooyer broke the
school record in the 100 but
terfly with (1:00.38). She broke
ler own time set earlier in the
season. Jan Hollahan placed
second in this event (1:04.79)
and Shelly McAdoo third
(1:05.89).
The 200 individual medley, ag
in boasted Toreras in the top
three positions. Stacey DeGoo
yer had a season best time in this
eventwith 2:19.14;Jan Hollahan
took second (2:25.02) and
Jacque Pinch (2:34.52).
The Toreras were victorious in
the last event of the meet, the 200
freestyle relay as Laurie Birney,
Amy Thornberry, Michelle Rif
fle and Stacy DeGooyer swam to
a time of 1:49.60.
The team goes to Las Vegas on
Wednesday, February 22 for
their conference meet. Good
luck to all swimmers in their last
meet of the Season.
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Sports

Sportstalk
SporistalU is a weekly col
umn written by and for the
students and faculty of USD.
We welcome all editorials on
any aspect in the sports field.

Deadlines are each Monday
for the following Thursday's
issue. Names must accompany
each article which is subject
to editing by the Vista editors.

From the Owners Box
As the principle owners of the
Sand worms of Pythagoras (Sig
ma Pi Franternity's Softball
team), we would like to thank the
Colony of Sigma Chi Alpha, who
being fresh off an All Southern
California Sigma Chi Tourna
ment win, for engaging in what
was undoubtedly the Softball
game of the year.
The day was Sunday February
19, the stadium was filled to a
capacity crowd of anxious and
enthusiastic Greeks. This remar
kable turnout, probably the larg
est in USD intramural history,
further illustrates the strength
and unity of USD's growing fra
ternity system and we applaud
our opponents on their strength
and valliant effort. The after
noon began with a catered ban
quet (Chasens of Beverly Hills)
put on by the owners. Guests at
this glamorous affair included:
the team players, the always ele
gant Sigma Pi Little Sisters, team
stockholders, local dignataries,
the press, and of course the own
ers. It was even rumored that
Pythagoras himself was seen
mingling in and among the ball
players. Confirmation of that
rumor was obvious, as was the
outcome of the game.
As to the game itself, it was
indeed, as close as the score indi
cated. Sigma Pi jumped out to a
2-0 lead on the bats of Joe
Holmes and Treak Tasker but
the rally was cut short by "can
non arm" Rocky in left field who
threw out Sigma Pi's potential
third run at home to end the
rally. Rocky pulled the same
trick a few innings later by nailing
a Sigma Pi runner at third base,
ending another rally. Sigma Chi
Alpha playd tough in the follow
ing innings and managed to chip
away at the lead and finally tied
the score late in the game. Alex
"the vacuum" Lombardo was
one of the standouts for Sigma
Chi Alpha as his play at third
base gave Sigma Pi no chance of
increasing their lead.
Sigma Pi had good performan
ces to, if not interesting ones.
Mark "George do I swing?" Duro

stunned the entire baseball com
munity and world with his stra
tegic attempt to gun down a
speedy Sigma Chi Alpha runner
(clocked close to 69 mph down
the first base line) from his rover
position deep in left-center field.
This strategic attempt was not
only questioned by the owner's
box of Sigma Pi, but also the Pi's
coach George "what do you
mean tell me when to swing?"
Valdive:.
The game's scoring was con
cluded by Sigma Pi as they broke
the 2-2 beadlock when Bill Otto
completed his Sunday stroll and
waltzed cautiously over home
plate amidst the close throw by
Sigma Chi Alpha's first baseman
Mike Rossi. With two outs and a
runner on in the last inning,
Sigma Chi Alpha's Greg "Big
Jake" Jacobs stepped up the plate
with the capacity crowd standing
and screaming. "Jake" sent a long
shot to left field where Jim
McNamee was grazing. Jim, stand
ing up next to the fence, hauled in
the long drive and sealed the
Sigma Pi victory.
At this time we would like to
address and clarify the rumor
surrounding our star shortstop
Whitley "glue" Collins. The
owners official statement was
made Sunday evening shortly
after the game in an exclusive
interview with San Diego's own
Ted Lietner.'' Even though Whit
was being chivalrous in evening
up the odd's by his purposeful
drop of a routine fly ball, it is
our judgement not to reprimand
our youthful shortstop, but to
pick up his option in a three year
comprehensive contract".
(Terms undisclosed)
Again, we would like to thank
the Colony of Sigma Chi Alpha
and their entourage of "Little
Chi's" for being so gracious in
our sporting encounter. We
would like to especially thank all
of those stunning goddesses
(Sigma Pi Little Sisters) that
adorned the owners box last Sun
day evening. So, until the Colony
and Fraternity meet again, Salve.

Sigma Chi Wins Tourney
USD's chapter of Sigma Chi
Alpha successfully sponsored
and won the First Annual Robert
D. Bash Sigma Chi Brother's Day
Softball Tournament this past
weekend.
The brothers of Sigma Chi

hosted teams from San Diego
State, CS Northridge, CS Long
Beach and USC at Rancho Ber
nardo Community Park Febru
ary 18. Following a barbeque and
six exciting Softball matches,
USD claimed possession of the
travelling trophy.

Toreros Find the Road Rough
After opening the 1984 season
with 3 wins in 4 games at home,
the Toreros find themselves at
4-4. They started off with a hardfought match against SDSU last
Tuesday, eventually losing the
game in the bottom of the ninth
8-7. At Fresno State, theToreros
dropped their 1st two games (112, 10-13) before winning the
last game by the score of 7-3. The
USD win broke up Fresno's un
defeated season.
Against SDSU, Tom Seyler
opened the 2nd inning with a
double and scored on a David
Jacas RBI single knotting the
score at 1-1. State added 3 runs
in the 3rd and 1 in the fourth for
a 5-1 lead. However, theToreros
exploded for 4 runs in the 5th to
knot up the score "'-5 as they
were paced by Tom Seyler's 2
run single. The Aztecs made it
7-5 going into the 9th and the
scrappy Toreros came through

Golf Team
In Full
Swing
The USD golf team under the
direction of first year head coach
Brian Gilbin have opened their
1984 season. With the addition
of new assistant coach Ray
Moore, a former All Armed For
ces golf champion, the Torero
golfers plan on a strong season.
"This year's coaching staff is very
organized and that has been re
flected in the team's performance
so far," stated team captain Steve
Callaway.
The USD golfers' first tour
nament was at the UC Santa Bar
bara Invitational, where USD
was able to beat every team in
their conference. In dual meets,
their record currently stands at
3-0 with USD posting wins over
Loyola, Point Loma and UCSD.
Newcomer Eric Woods, a
sophomore, has led the team
with several standout perfor
mances including a 10th place
individual finish at the UC Santa
Barbara Invitational. Seniors
Steve Callaway, Dan Murnan
and John Tenuta are the veterans
on a team with a lot of depth.
Rounding out the roster is junior
Tim Barber and sophomores
Tom McKenna, Jeff Simons, Tim
Policheck, Brett James and Eric
Woods. With this much young
talent, USD should have a strong
golf program for years to come.
Upcoming meets include the
Southern California Invitational
at Torrey Pines which will take
place March 2 and 3. The USD
golf team will also be traveling to
Tijuana, Mexico for the UCSD
West Michigan tourney and to
Oregon for a dual meet with the
University of Portland.

with 2 runs to tie up the score at
7-7. They had bases loaded with
1 out but unfortunately the next
2 batters struck out. The Aztecs
scored the winning run in the
bottom of the 9th on a sacrifice
fly. USD's Casey Morales pitch
ed 5 1/3 effective innings in
relief of strater Greg Bertrand
but was left with the loss. Andre
Jacas, Tom Seyler and David
Jacas each contributed 2 hits to
the Torero cause.
Against Fresno State on Fri
day, USD's Doug Brooks scored
the Toreros lone run in the 7th as
he scored on a Paul Van Stone
RBI double. USD dropped that
game by the score of 12-1.
USD came away with a split in
Saturday's doubleheader losing
the opener 13-10 and winning
the nightcap 7-3. In the opener,
the Toreros blew a 9-5 lead after
5 innings of play as Fresno State
erupted for 6 runs in the 6th.
Fresno's Corey Cain came in to
pinch hit in the 5th inning. All
Cain did was get 3 at bats against
3 USD pitches and ended up
with a 2 run double, a grand-slam
HR and a solo HR. USD's fresh
man centerfielder David Jacas

paced USD with a triple and
double in 4 at bats with 3 RBI's.
Sophomore Casey Morales
evened his record at 1-1 in the
nightcap as he allowed just 3
earned runs in 6 2/3 innings ot
pitching. Andre Jacas continued
his torrid hitting, going 3 for 3
with a double and triple and 2
RBI's. Andre's younger brother
David added a 2 run HR. Bill
Ismay was 2 for 2 from the plate
while Paul Van Stone hit the ball
hard all weekend and added a 2
run single.
This week's schedule has the
Torerros playing Grand Canyon
College on Wed. (Feb. 22nd) at
2:30 p.m.; traveling to Pt. Loma
on Thurs, Feb. 23rd at 2:30 p.m.;
at home against ClaremontMcKenna on Friday, Feb. 24th at
2:30 p.m.; traveling to Chapman
for a DH on Saturday, Feb. 25th
starting at noon; and then at
home for 3-in-a-row against Pt.
Loma (Wed., Feb. 29, 2:30
p.m.), San Diego State (Thurs.,
Mar. 1st, 2:30 p.m.) and South
ern Utah State (Fri., Mar. 2nd,
2:30 p.m.).

Stanley H. Kaplan
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Sports
Basketball

Kicks
The sun was shining on the
new dorm field as the 1984 Intra
mural Soccer teams kicked off
their season last Saturday. Seven
teams are competing for the remester championship which will
be held over a 7 week period.
In game one last year's Irtramural Champions the MBA con
tinued where they left off as they
defeated Learned Foot by a 6-2
score. Lori Vansandt created all
sorts of problems for her oppo
nents with some dazzling foot
work as she paced the winners J
victory with four goals. Learned
Foot received goals from Mike
Isaacs and Ross Jones, but gener
ally lacked the fire power to
secure the two points for the win.
Last semester's runner up,
Water Foul picked up an easy
win as their opponents, Heads
Up failed to field a team. Rumor
has it, the lads were involved in

Senior Mike Whitmarsh in motion for two during Saturday's
exciting match against Loyola Marymount. USD ended victors,
50-56. Photo by Herb Carlson.
of 19 points and 13 rebounds.
"Anthony is just playing tre
mendous ball," said Brovelli.
"He's playing with confidence.
While teams key on Whitmarsh,
he's getting open and taking the
load off Mike."
Whitmarsh has similar praise
for Reuss: "He's been playing
super lately. We need his con
sistent play."
"If you get the ball to him at
the low post, he'll either score or
get fouled," added Whitmarsh.
Coming off the two victories,

Netters See
The Women's Tennis team
had an excellent match against
UCSD Monday, February 13th.
The single's matches were all vic
tories with good scores. Maricarmen Casta was sick for her
match, but Nami Kouzu in num
ber 2 singles had a score of 6-3,
6-2, next Caroline Reed in num
ber 3 singles, 6-4, 5-2, Varonia
Gholston in number 4 singles, 61,6-3, Julie Roberts in number 5
singles, 6-0, 6-1, and Eileen Delfino in number 6 6-2, 6-1. The
last one to finish her singles
match was Caroline Reed. As the
match came to an end with the
score of 4-1 Coach McCarthy
was so confident in his player
that he knew she'd win and even
predicted an outcome of 5-1, as it
turned out the closing score was
5-2.
In the double's matches Nami
Kouzu and Varonia Gholston
were "killing their opponents" in
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IM Co-Rec Soccer

Continued from Page 1
while being keyed on the entire
game. Anthony Reuss didn't miss
a shot all night (6/6 FG, 2/2 FT)
and added 14.
Victor Anger led Pepperdine
with 20 points, but only scored
six of those in the second half
being defended by Reuss.
The play of Anthony Reuss
down the stretch in the win over
Loyola Marymount is what
earned him Player of the Week
honors.
After falling behind 38-25 early
in the second half, the Toreros
fought their way slowly back
with the inside play of Reuss and
freshman Scott Thompson ac
cented by Moscatel jumpers and
Whitmarsh driving layups.
With 5:35 remaining, USD
pulled within one, 52-51, as
Thompson blocked an LMU shot,
which Whitmarsh grabbed and
led Mark Bostic downcourt for a
dunk that brought the crowd of
2,245 to its feet.
A1 Moscatel put the Toreros
ahead 55-54 with 3:07 remain
ing, hitting a 20 foot jumper
from the wing.
As USD slowed the ball down,
LMU got chances from two con
secutive Torero turnovers, but
Reuss got two defensive rebounds
and an offensive rebound of a
missed free throw with :31 remain
ing to preserve the lead.
Reuss' two free throws, after
being fouled on the rebound, put
USD up by 3. Moscatel sank one
and Whitmarsh two free throws
to make the final score 60-56.
A1 Moscatel had 13 points,
while Whitmarsh scored 12.
Moscatel made 13 of 20 field
goals for the weekend.
"I had a good week of practice
and I have my confidence going
again," said Moscatel, a 6'2"
sophomore.
Reuss finished with game-highs

February 23,

USD heads up to Santa Clara to
face the Broncos, whom th Tore
ros defeated 69-62 at home.
"The team has confidence
now," said Reuss. "In the close
games you need comraderie, and
we've had it."
"We can't just go out and play
now," adds Moscatel. "We've
got to go out and compete."
The Broncos bring their last
hopes for the conference title
into the game Thursday night, so
the Toreros confidence will be
thoroughly tested.

and Lows
Hig

the number 2 match which ended
6-0, 6-3. In the number 3 match
where Eileen Delfino and Whit
ney Denson 2-6, 1-2.
Varonia Gholston after her
double's match enthusiastically
remarked, "We play great as a
team, the team in general!"
Coach McCarthy was"much hap
pier with the over-all single's per
formances. After a tough begin
ning and coming up against 3 of
the top 20 teams in the country,
we finally got on a winning track
and it shows in the girl's playing.
All are playing with more confi
dence." The final score against
UCSD was 7-2.
On Wednesday, February
15th, the Torera's went up
against Arizona State in a dual
match. The team didn't do so
well and lost 0-9. The following
day the Torera's played in the
University of Arizona Tourna
ment. Here they lost to Cal Ber-

keley in the first round but there
were close scores in the single's
matches. Nami Kouzu in the num
ber 2 singles went 3 sets. Maricarmen Casta also had a close
score and Judy Newman had
double tie-breakers 7-6, 7-6. All
in all it was a promising match.
The final score was0-6. The Torera's also played against Univer
sity of Utah which was an excit
ing match because down to the
end of the match the score was
tied 4-4 but Utah pulled out and
won 4-5. This was a real disap
pointment for the team. Nami
Kouzu and Judy Newman at num
ber 1 spot did win double's.
Then, on Friday, the team
came back and beat University of
Washington. 1 he team played
well that day with players Maricarmen Casta and Caroline Reed
winning their single's. Once
again Nami Kouzu and Judy New
man won double's! The final
score was 6-3.

Season
Off
an all nighter and couldn't rec
over by game time. We at the IM
department are waiting anxiously
to see if they will be making an
appearance for next weeks game.
If not, their $20 forfeit fee will be
a nice addition for the IM bash to
be held at the end of the semest
er.
In the final game, Absolutely
Authority showed very little
compassion as they romped to a
8-0 win over a defenseless Man
chester United. Striking like
lightening bolt, Cindy Melion
pumped in four goals in the span
of seven minutes. United never
recovered from the early bom
bardment. Keith Schulz, Rodger
Gilrest, Terry Hellenkamp and
Peter Karlberger, all added goals
in second half action, as the Ab
solute Authority looked very
impressive in their first outing of
the season.

Spikers VI
Go For Another
If the IM 4x4 Volleyball Tour
nament was an Olympic event,
then Spikers VI would have
been an odds-on favorite for the
gold. Captain Herb Carlson is in
his tenth semester at USD, and in
this time his teams have won
eight volleyball championships.
Ron Miller, captain of a cham
pionship team himself last se
mester provides the right handed
power to compliment Carlson's
left-handed spike. With setter,
Francis Ku and defensive special
ist, Carol Quantannens, Spikers
VI are a good bet to win another
title. With Jim Yoder, the undis
puted best player in the school,
also playing, the opposition
might as well mail it in. Well,
Yoder wasn't there for the first
day of this two day tournament

WOMEN!!

Get your Floor Hockey
teams together for
fun and exciting com
petition starting
March 1st. Applica
tions for teams and
independents due
Feb. 28th.
Attn: A l c a l a

Women,
Women's Soccer, RAB,
SAA.Zeta, Alpha Delta
Pi, Sigma Sigma Delta,
Little Sisters...

but Spikers VI still won all three
of their matches. With Yoder
due to play this Saturday, the
championship is a better than
realistic goal.
The most likely team to rele
gate Spikers VI to runner-up
status is David Bark's, Four
Hits. This law school team won
their only two matches last Sat
urday in convincing style. In the
first, the defeated a tough Pound
ers team despite having only
three players for much of the
match. Four Hits takes on
Spikers VI on Saturday and the
winner will most likely be wear
ing the champ shirts.

Racquetball
T ournament
Coming Up
Who needs talent to play rac
quetball! With four walls and a
ball that bounces alot, anyone
can play the game. In fact who
cares if you win or lose? The fun
is in the playing. So put new laces
in your tennis shoes and sign up
for the IM Tournament. If there
is enough interest and diverse
talent, perhaps there will be a
novice division added.
The tournament will be held
on Saturday, March 3rd at San
Diego State's indoor courts. The
cost is only $2.00 per person. All
interested must sign up at the
Sports Center IM office by Thurs
day, March 1st. You might as
well sign up now, as it is going to
rain that day anyways.
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Men's Women's Hockey Preview
Everyone keeps saying that it P.J. (Perfectjock)alias: "shut the
was a fluke that the IM Staff door, goalie!" is lost to the real
Slashers ran last year's floor world. Finally, Coach Becker has
hockey championship. No one retired and is reported to be writ
can figure out how they were the ing a book on hockey strategi
doormats during league play and cally titled, "How to Win with
the Wheaties of the tournament. NO Talent". Mr. Berg is unperSome say it was the experience of terbed. He has been actively re
playing together that finally jel cruiting new members to com
lied during tournament play. pliment his new position as
Others think it was just plain center of the team. Mr. Berg feels
luck. Andy Berg, this year's cap his own talent is enough to carry
tain feels it was a combination of the team as long as everyone only
a scrappy offense, talent in key passes to him.
positions, and his defensive play.
Berg's account sounds as if the
This year's potential for the Slashers have the league sewn
Slashers does not look as bright, up. But the Slashers have too
as key players are gone. Brian many holes to fill. In fact, holes
Shultz (last years top center) has so big that even the Malicious
traded his tennis shoes for snow Force (alial: the 2501b Goon
shoes and moved to Michigan. Squad) could score through

Exciting Week
For IM Softball
In a week of exciting play, near
upsets, and enthusiastic crowds,
each game played was a story in
itself. Due to limited space, the
"Readers Digest" version will
have to do for most of these.
Starting with the top ranked
teams, The Kerns easily main
tained their #1 ranking as Robert
Buck tossed a two-hit shutout in
an 11-0 victory over The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly. Stuart
Clark's three-run homerun over
the centerfield fence keyed a sixrun first inning which for all
intents and purposes ended this
contest.
The #2 ranked Master Batters
did not have it so easy as Len
Savallo's team, The Boys came
ready
play. Steve Romak's
three hits paced The Boys as they
led most of the way. Going to the
last inning, the Master Batters
trailed 10-8. Thanks to some
questionable fielding, the game
was tied at ten when Pat Wakeman stepped to the plate with
two on and two out. Wakeman
delivered the longest single in
intramural history to preserve
the Master Batters #2 ranking.
The #3 ranked Sit on my
Base, Pitch (great uniforms
guys!) survived a three-run first
inning blast over the center field
fence by Ben Stoebner and came
back to defeat the Excriments
10-6. Rear Deliveries (A.K.A.
Robbies Dead) underwent a
name change and then almost
lost their first game of the season.
Three consecutive errors follow
ed by a Nick Baranishyn double
helped Murphy's Law over
come an early 6-0 deficit and tie

Rear Deliveries 6-6. Despite the
tie, Rob Marshall's team main
tains the #4 spot in this week's
polls. Taking over at #5 is Troy
Garrow's Bad News Bees. The
independent team upped their
record to a 2-1 with another
come from behind win. This one
was an 11-8 thriller over Nuke
'em.
In other action, the debut of
pitcher Bill Mifsud was a success
as he tossed a shutout in the Phi
Kap Bushmen's 7-0 victory
over Public Nuisance. Two
Balls and a Bat kept their slim
play off hopes alive with a con
vincing 15-7 win over the eightman team known as the Game
cocks.
Then there was the game: Bat'
tie of the Frats. In front of a
crowd estimated to be close to
200, the Sandworms of Pythagorous (Sigma Pi) defeated
Sigma Chi Alpha 3-2. A fifth
inning fielder's choice ground
ball by Mark Duro drove home
Bill Otto with the winning run.
That in itself should give an idea
as to how close this game was.
From the Commissioners Of
fice: Rob Marshall's team has
officially been renamed Rear De
liveries. This request was made
in response to a threatened play
er rebellion if the name Robbies
Dead was maintained. In a separ
ate move, the commissioner has
ruled that Mike Pacino's team's
name will remain the same on
league and playoff schedule but
due to copyright infringements
(c 1978-Mike Fowlkes) will be
referred to as The Kerns in all
promotional materials.

them.
The surprise team of the league
should be Sigma Pi who has
raided the Creases to put togeth
er perhaps the most talented
team in USD history. They
should give everyone a tough
time. There are many other
teams that have a shot at the
league championships. In fact,
some of the women's teams
might even have been in there if it
wasn't for the fact that they have
their own league. In fact it looks
as if Emily Schell may have put
together a powerhouse team.
The word is out, floor hockey
season is here. Watch out IM
Staff Slashers, everyone is wait
ing for you. It is rumored that
even a mystery team has risen
from the dark depth of USD's
underground sewers to get you.
IM Slashers, you have no ex
cuses! Be at the Managers' meet
ing on Wednesday, Feb. 28th at
5 p.m. Oh! and be ready to play
as games begin the next evening.

6 x 6 Volley
Preview
All right all you volleyball
freaks, it's time again for the IM.
Co-Rec 6on6 Volleyball Tour
nament. Women, get your men
and hit a few balls around. This
year's tournament could be the
biggest thing to hit USD since
grass was planted at the point
(we're still waiting for it to
grow). Who are the teams to
watch for? The answer is, no one
knows! There are too many peo
ple who play volleyball these
days at USD, and the talent is
spread out. So, here is your
chance to finally win a IM cham
pionship t-shirt. Organize your
friends and get into the tourna
ment. Tournament play begins
on Saturday, March 3rd. Entries
close at the captains meeting on
Wednesday, Feb. 29th at 6 p.m.
Spend a day in the gym having
fun. Besides the weatherman
guarantees us it is going to rain
that day anyways.

Co-Rec Softball

Looking For #5
As the co-rec softball season
approaches and passes the half
way mark, a quick glance at the
standings reveals a classic case of
"haves" vs "have nots". Pete
Rozelle would not be happy with
the IM version of parity. The top
four teams are all undefeated and
all won easily again last week.
You've heard the names before:
Happy Chutzpah, Creme of the
Cases, Dodgers, and Sure Bet.
Of the remaining teams, none has
a better than .500 record. Still,
the pollsters insist on ranking
five teams each week. The ques
tion then, who is #5?
At the start of the season, Up
Your Asset$ had a firm hold on
the #5 position. An opening
game 5-3 loss to the Dodgers did
nothfng to diminish this ranking.
Then came the day of the uni
forms. The shirts sure are sharp,
but their debut was marred by a
7-5 loss to the Independent
Team. The Independent Team,
the new #5, then saw their record
drop to 1-2 with a 16-5 thrashing
at the hands of the DodgersBelieve it or not, they still have a
good shot at the playoffs, but
they're not #5 this week. Then
there is the Karma Kids. Carol
Corporales' team is actually at
.500 with a 1-1-1 record. How
ever, their loss was by the score

of 17-0 and their tie was against
Up Your Asset$. If Up Your
Asset$ isn't ranked, then...Heat
Seeking Pleasure Missiles cer
tainly has the most creative team
name, but at 0-3, this has to be
somebody else to rank.
That somebody else if either
69ers II Edition, Just for Fun,
or Nixon's Tin Soldiers. 69ers
Second Edition are 1 -2 and both
losses were to top ranked teams.
They look like a good #5 team,
but they're not. For no good rea
son, but Steve Bell's team will
have to wait another week to get
that much wanted ranking. Pat
Duffy's team name says it all.
Just For Fun embodies the true
IM spirit, but is not interested in
rankings. A look at their record
shows they're not interested in
winning either. Therefore, Nix
on's Tin Soldiers has taken over
the #5 spot in this week's polls.
Yes, Phil Barbaro's team is 1-3.
However, one of those losses was
to Sure Bet and the other two
were to Creme of the Cases.The
last of these losses was by a 6-3
score. The Karma Kids and In
dependent Team may get a
chance in the playoffs, and 69ers
II Edition will get their chance
next week, but for now it is Nix
on's Tin Soldiers ranked #5.

THE RICHNESS OF DARK BEER.
THE SMOOTHNESS OF MICHEIOB?

Hockey Refs
Needed
Hey, want to be in the action?
Then sign up to be an IM Floor
Hockey Official. Hurry, as posi
tions 'fill quickly. All interested
individuals must attend a train
ing clinic on Tuesday, Feb. 28th
at 6 p.m. Be a person of power,
become an official!!

SOME THINGS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES..

